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One Hundred Sixth Commencement 
May 10, 2002 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the 
next graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
Graduation 
Friday, May 10, 2002 
10:00 a.m. Memorial Stadium 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and stage party march in and 
remain standing for the invocation.) 
Invocation 
Emeric R. Twomey 
Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Jane Dill, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. Thomas I. Parks, University Marshal 
• 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., Chairman __________ Columbia 
Louis B. Lynn, Vice Chairman Columbia 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg--Leesville 
J. J. Britton Sumter 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr. Kiawah Island 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenwood 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ---------------~ Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville , 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. Charleston 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. Columbia 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
and Executive Assistant to the President 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker President 
Doris R. Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Benjamin W. Anderson General Counsel 
R. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda R. Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Scott A. Ludlow Chief Business Officer 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Christian E. G. Przirembel Vice President for Research 
Robert W. Robinson Director of Athletics 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, 
a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 























Purple and Orange 





















Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearmg academic 
costumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell,like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, 
masters' larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award 
hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. 
The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors 
are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although 
many combinations are duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military 
regalia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, 
through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation 
such as commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes 
the President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or 
speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at 
the close of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the 
University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic 
clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's 
prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University 
in gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole 
body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, 
and carnelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most 
acclaimed goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were 
executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was 
executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Animal Physiology 
Wensheng Yang _______________________________________ Jiangxi, China 
B.S., J iangsu Agricultural College; M.S., Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science 
Dissertation: Cloning and Characterization of Platelet-Activating Factor Receptor Gene in Domestic Animals 
Advisor: Dr. J. R. Diehl 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Quenton Clay Fontenot Denham Springs, LA 
B.S., M.S., Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanization College 
Dissertation: Relationships Among Temperature, Otolith Growth, Somatic Growth and Metabolic Reserves: Implications on Fish 
Age and Growth Studies 
Advisor: Dr. J. ]. Isely 
Entomology 
Mumuni Abudulai Tamale, Ghana 
B.S., University of Science and Technology-Kumasi, Ghana; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of Neem on Nezara viridula (L.) (Hemiptera:Pentatomidae) and its Major Parasitoid, Trissolcus basalis 
(Wollaston)(Hymenoptera:Scelionidae) in Cowpea 
Advisor: Dr. B. M. Shepard 
Environmental Toxicology 
Heidi Louise Atwood Orange, VA 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University; M.S., University of Mary Hardin-Baylor 
Dissertation: Effects of Environmental and Dietary Factors on Tolerance of Nile Tilapia Oreochromis niloticus to Low Temperature 
Advisor: Dr. J. R. Tomasso 
Sujin Park _______________________________________ Gangwon-do, Korea 
B.S., Hallym University; M.S., Kangweon National University 
Dissertation: Genetics Linkage Analysis of Insecticide Resistance Factors in Heliethis Virescens 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Brown 
Cynthia Sills Fayetteville, NY 
B.A., Case Western Reserve University; B.S., University of Idaho; M.S., Idaho State University 
Dissertation: Effects of Six Xenobiotics and Binary Mixtures on American Alligators, Northern Bobwhites and Deer Mice 
Advisor: Dr. G. P. Birrenkott 
Food Technology 
Suhendra Kartika _____________________________________ Jakarta, Indonesia 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Pigment Characteristics of Fresh Poultry and Poultry Products 
Advisor: Dr. J.C. Acton 
Genetics 
Sae-Y oull Cho ----------------------------------------
B. A., M.S., Kwangwoon University 
Dissertation: Analysis of Sodium Channel Mutations and Spontaneous Mutations of the Eye in Heliothis Virescens 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Brown 
Seoul, Korea 
Xianan Liu----------------------------------------- Hefei, China 
B.S., M.S., Fudan University 
Dissertation: Cloning and Characterization of Drought/Salinity Responsive Genes from Sunflower 
Advisor: Dr. W. V. Baird 
Shujing Rao Beijing, China 
B.S., M.S., Zhongshan University 
Dissertation: Characterization of a Cypovirus from Cabbage Looper, Trichoplusia ni and Development of Systems for Cypovirus 
Demarcation 
Advisor: Dr. G. R. Carner 
Ying Wang Zhaoyuan, China 
B.S., Shandong Agriculture University; M.S., Beijing Agriculture University 
Dissertation: Characterizing the Evergrowing Phenotype and Mapping the Evergrowing Gene in Peach [Prunus persica (L.)Batsh] 
Advisor: Dr. G. L. Reighard 
• 
Plant Pathology 
Chung-hang Duan Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., M.S. , National Chung Hsing University 
Dissertation : Variation of Fatty Acid Methyl Ester Profiles and Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms among and within 
Species of Phytophthora 
Advisor: Dr. S. N. Jeffers 
Plant Physiology 
Charles Edward Beard Waycross, GA 
B.S., Mercer University; M.S., Georgia College 
Dissertation: Colonization of Black Flies (Diptera:Simuliidae) by Trichomycete Fungi (Zygomycota) in South Carolina, USA 
Advisor: Dr. T . M. Mclnnis 
Pamela Sewell Coker Seneca, SC 
B.A., Southern Wesleyan University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Tumor Induction Potential, Mutagenicity Potential and Metabolic Activity of Cervical and Breast Cancer Cell Lines, 
in Response to Products Containing Echinacea Purpurea 
Advisor: Dr. N. D. Camper 
Marjorie B. Miller -------------------------------------- Easley, SC 
B.S., M.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Potential Transgene Escape via Interspecific Pollen Flow 
Advisor: Dr. T. P. Spira 
Zoology 
Jennifer Ann Zettler Archer, FL 
B.S., University of Florida; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Impact of the Red Imported Fire Ant Solenopsis Invicta Baren (formicidae: Myrmi Cinae) on an Ant Seed Mutualism 
Advisor: Dr. T. P. Spira 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Industrial Management 
Wiboon Masuchun Bangkok, Thailand 
B.E., King Mongkut's Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Comparison of Push and Pull Control Strategies for Supply Network Management in Make-to-Stock Environment 
Advisor: Dr. J. S. Davis 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
William James Attenweiler ________________________________ ~Woodstock, NY 
B.A., University of Maine-Orono; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Ability, Motivation and Feedback: Predicting Learning Performance 
Advisor: Dr. D. D. Moore 
JeniferKingGreene ___________________ ~--------------~Travek~Rest, SC 
B.S., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; M.S., M.B.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Accomodation in the Workplace: An Application of Procedural Justice Theory 
Advisor: Dr. M. A . Taylor 
Jo A. Jorgensen --------------------------------------Grayslake, IL 
B.S., Baylor University; M.B.A., Southern Methodist University 
Dissertation: Peak End Theory and the Prediction of Performance Expectancies 
Advisor: Dr. F. S. Switzer 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Chemical Engineering 
Shilpa Yashwant Sankhe __________________________________ ~ Bombay, India 
B.S., University of Bombay 
Dissertation: Erucamide Migration in Multilayer Polyolefin Films Using Synchrotron-Based FTIR Microspectroscopy 
Advisor: Dr. D. E. Hirt 
Chemistry 
Lawrence A. Ford ___ ---:------------------------------------ Buffalo, NY 
B.S., State University of New York College-Fredonia 
Dissertation: Novel Semifluorinated Polyaryl Ether Electrolytes Containing the Perfluorocyclobutane Likage 
Advisor: Dr. D. D. DesMarteau 
Chemistry (continued) 
Steven Barry Heaton ______________________________________ Conway, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Arene Chromium Carbonyl Based Asymmetric Catalysis 
Advisor: Dr. A. L. Beyerlien 
Huayun Yu Hubei, China 
B.S., Wuhan Institution of Chemical Technology 
Dissertation: Reactions of a-(N-Carbumoyl)alkylcuprate Reagents with Acid Chlorides, Propargyl Substrates, Alkynyl Ketones, and 
Synthetic Applications 
Advisor: Dr. R. K. Dieter 
Jie Zhang _________________________________________ Jiangsu, China 
B.S., Peking University; M.S., Shanghai Institution of Organic Chemistry 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Applications of N-Fluoro Bis(perfluoroalkylsulfonyl)imides (RFS02)z NF 
Advisor: Dr. D. D. DesMarteau 
Civil Engineering 
TaoJiang --------------------------------------- Shandong,China 
B.S., Qingdao Institution of Architecture and Engineering; M.S., Zhejiang University 
Dissertation: Three-Dimensional Site Characterization with Artificial Neural Networks 
Advisors: Dr. C. H. J uang 
Dr. R. A. Christopher 
Venkata B. Rayasam Hyderabad, India 
B.T., Jawaharlal Nehru Technical University 
Dissertation: Study of Insurance Losses to Single Family Dwellings Due to Hurricanes Using Geographic Information Systems 
Advisor: Dr. S. N . Amirkhanian 
Computer Engineering 
Eric Kendall Patterson _____________________________________ Beaufort, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Audio-Visual Speech Recognition for Difficult Environments 
Advisor: Dr. J. N . Gowdy 
Electrical Engineering 
Sabri Gurbuz _______________________________________ K. Maras, Turkey 
B.S., Istanbul Technical University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Robust and Efficient Techniques for Audio-Visual Speech Recognition 
Advisor: Dr. J. N . Gowdy 
Michael William Hannan __________________________________ Williamsport, PA 
B.S., Susquehanna University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Theory and Experimentation with an "Elephant's Trunk" Robotic Manipulator 
Advisor: Dr. I. D. Walker 
Jinjin Shen ________________________________________ Hangzhou, China 
B.S., M.S., Zhejiang University 
Dissertation: A Study of the Engineering Design of the Coupled Oscillator Phased Array 
Advisor: Dr. L. W. Pearson 
N. Serdar T unaboylu --------------------------------------Izmir, Turkey 
B.S., M.S., Middle East Technical University 
Dissertation: Electromechanical Performance of Induction Motor/Drive Systems Subjected to Voltage Sags 
Advisor: Dr. E. R. Collins, Jr. 
Xing Wang ________________________________________ Jilin, China 
B.S., M.S., University of Science and Technology of China 
Dissertation: Design of Wide-Locking-Range Oscillator Elements for Coupled Oscillator Array Applications 
Advisor: Dr. L. W. Pearson 
J ingyan Zhang ----------------------------------------Beijing, China 
Dipl., M.S., Beijing Polytechnic University 
Dissertation: Fabrication and Characterization of AI/4H-SiC Schottky Barrier Diodes 
Advisor: Dr. W. R. Harrell 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Ozer Cinar ___________________________________________ Izmir, Turkey 
B.S., Dokuz Eylul University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Factors Influencing the Biodegradation of Benzoic Acid by Dentrifying Bacterial Cultures 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. L. Grady 
Kitsiri Kaewpipat ______________________________________ Phuket, Thailand 
B.S., Mahidol University; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Dissertation: Acti\·ated Sludge Microbial Community Structure: Natural Variation and Response to Toxicants 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. L. Grady 
• 
Environmental Engineering and Science (continued) 
Usarat Pakdeesusuk Bangkok, Thailand 
B.S., King Mongkut's Institute of Technology; M.S ., Florida Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Assessment of In Situ Reductive Dechlorination of Polychlorinated biphenyl's (PCEs) as a Monitored Natural 
Attenuation Process in Contaminated Sediment from Lake Hartwell, South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. C. M. Lee 
Hui Tan Hunan, China 
B.E., M.E., Tsinghua University 
Dissertation: Measurement of Aqueous Radioactivity by Heterogeneous Scintillation Detection with Comparison to a Stochastic 
Model 
Advisor: Dr. T. A. Devol 
Industrial Engineering 
Ruedee Rangsaritratsamee __________________________________ Bangkok, Thailand 
B.Eng., King Mongkut's Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Analysis of Scheduling and Frozen Intervals in Dynamic Rescheduling 
Advisor: Dr. W. G. Ferrell 
Mechanical Engineering 
Adrian Mircea Mistreanu Iasi, Romania 
M.S., Polytechnic Institute-lasi 
Dissertation: Computational Methodology for Large Scale Numerical Simulation of Flow in the Intake System of a V-8 Engine 
Advisor: Dr. J. H. Leylek 
Physics 
Brian Keith Gamble _______________________________________ Conway, SC 
B.A., The Citadel; M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of the Light Rare-Earth Diantimonides 
Advisor: Dr. G. X. Tessema 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
DeborahHarr~Haskell ___________________________________ Westfield, MA 
B.S., University of Maine-Amherst 
Dissertation: Lecture to Inquiry: The Transformation of a Tech Prep Biology Teacher 
Advisor: Dr. W. H . Leonard 
L~daEverettJam~-----------------------------------~Robe~onvilk,NC 
B.S., M.A., East Carolina University 
Dissertation: Effects of Participation in a Inquiry Science Workshop on Elementary Teachers' Classroom Practice 
Advisor: Dr. W . H. Leonard 
Jane Hampton Grant Watkins Lyman, SC 
B.S., Limestone College; M.A.T., Winthrop University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Helping Teachers with Classroom Technology Integrat ion: Following a Technology Workshop with a Web-Based 
Support System 
Advisor: Dr. L. B. Reardon 
Educational Leadership 
Robert Shelton Brookover IV " 
B.S., M.P.R.T.M., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Assessment of Organizational Commitment Among Faculty at Clemson University 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Blackbourn 
Clemson, SC 
KathrynLeeMeochantD'Andrea __________________________________ Central,SC 
B.S., University of Georgia; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Morphology of the Enactment of South Carolina Act 1.35 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Daniel Page Karns --------------------------------------Stillwater, OK 
B.S., Oklahoma State University; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Impact of Residence Halls on First Year Students Academic Success, Satisfaction and Behavior 
Advisor: Dr. T. W. Cawthon 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Margaret Joan Daniels Youngstown, OH 
B.A., Miami University-Oxford; M.A., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: A Comp<uison of Social Accounting Matrix and Occupation-Based Modeling Techniques for Estimating the Personal 
Income Distributilm Effects of Sport T ourism Events Across Different Household Income Levels 
Advisor: Dr. S. ] . Backtmm 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (continued) 
Gregory Alan Hooks-------------------------------------- Spartanburg, SC 
B.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Participation Motives in Youth Soccer 
Advisor: Dr. L. R. Allen 
Brian Logan Van Blarcom Kentville, Nova Scotia 
B.A., M.A., Acadia University 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Methods used in Assessing The Economic Impact of Tourism and a Sub-Provincial Economy in Nova 
Scotia 
Advisor: Dr. K. F. Backman 
Joseph Thomas Walker Dallas, TX 
B.F.A., M.A., University of Mississippi 
Dissertation: An Examination of the Relationship Between Flow and the Individual's Satisfaction with the Group's Performance 
While Participating in a Group Dependent Activity 
Advisor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
Jo An M. Zimmermann Lombard, IL 
B.S., Western Illinois University; M.B.A., Olivet Nazarene College 
Dissertation: Local Public Recreation: An Examination of the Relationship Between Perceived Roles of Administrators and 
Organizational Culture 
Advisor: Dr. L. R. Allen 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Jennie Frances Johnson _________ Lewisburg, WV 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
John Robert Martin __________ Piedmont, SC 
Samuel Derek McCullough Fort Mill, SC 
(Degree awarded posthumously) 
William David Mixon II __________ Grays, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Animal and Food Industries 
Tanya Patrice Taylor Kingston, Jamaica 
Animal Physiology 
Shannon Patrick Kennedy Charleston, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Jodi Lyn Bock _________ North Palm Beach, FL William David Mixon II __________ Grays, SC 
Melissa Ruth Ide Grand Haven, MI Leslie B. Parris Gainesville, FL 
Stephen Gregory Jones Greenwood, SC 
Entomology 
Jonathan Mark Sargent ________ Stone Mountain, GA 
Environmental Toxicology 
John Edward Heatley ___________ S<mtee, SC Carrie Lynn Tansy ____________ Seney, MI 
Kimberly Dawn Kosick North Olmsted, OH 
Forest Resources 
Scott Robert Abella ___________ Toledo, OH Darren J. Lione _____________ Seneca, SC 
Heather Tipton Irwin Easley, SC Helen Hopper Mohr Seneca, SC 
Eran Stephen Kilpatrick Beech Island, SC Christopher Scott Nickel Tulsa, OK 
Dean Bernard Kubacz Pickens, SC Alicia Kay Wood Roebuck, SC 
Genetics 
Benjamin Matthew Levy ________ Greenville, SC Manisha Patel ____________ Gujarat, India 
Sandra Ellen Medel Miami, FL 
Packaging Science 
Sean Michael Connolly _________ Rock Hill, SC Vanessa C. Nunnally _________ Westminster, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Vani Gollagunta Hyderabad, India 
Zoology 
Christina Dawn Baker __________ Kershaw, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Channing Lamar Addis _________ Walhalla, SC Jason Mathias Likas __________ Mauldin, SC 
George August Anderson III Clemson, SC Roberta Barrett Marty-Patterson Woodruff, SC 
Bradley Kyle Brown Conyers, GA Jeffrey William Morris Lake Jackson, TX 
Amy Palmer Clement Vidalia, GA Robert Ira Mothershed, Jr. Camden, SC 
Tyler Anthony Cline Fernandina Beach, FL John Eaton Nicholson Columbus, OH 
Helen Gayle Darby Columbia, SC Amy Kay Papp Springfield, OH 
Kirk Ryan Donges Portsmouth, OH Thomas Orion Parham Florence, SC 
Scott Christian Donovan Atkinson, NH David Aaron Pastre New Concord, OH 
Paul Gerald Doyle, Jr. Madison, WI Gretchen Michelle Richter Plymouth, IN 
Jasnn Ray Eggenburger New Boston, TX Charles Rivers Stone, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Taticma Mattos Guirnarnes Porto Alegre, Brazil Marc Andrew Teer Schaumburg, IL 
Mtliss<1 Ann Guthrie Marietta, SC Omri Kenneth Webb IV Spartanburg, SC 
~Lirthc\\' Ellis King Hanahan, SC Maxie Lee Welsh Darlington, SC 
CmnclLi C. Kisner Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Carol Bowles Coleman ________ Greenwood, SC Brian Jason Gosey ____________ Easley, SC 
Todd Peter Demianych Branchville, NJ Patricia Hamilton McPherson Greenville, SC 
Samuel Christopher Gannon Murfreesboro, TN Marisa Erika Morr Miami Lakes, FL 
Yvonne Allston Gilreath Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Jainath Sagat Bhashyam _______ Hyderabad, India David Michael Keffer ________ Westminster, MD 
Anjan Hasmukhbhai Bhavsar Clemson, SC Donald Albert Pyatt Waynesboro, PA 
Jonathan P. Glover Alpharetta, GA Karen Marie Wilson Coming, NY 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Brian Scott Garrard ___________ Rome, GA 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Kristi De Vore Apostel _________ Conyers, GA Martin Hubbard Fulmer _________ Nichols, SC 
Philip S. Bruce Belton, SC 
History 
Matthew Adam Byron ________ Bellingham, MA Michael Palmer Keaton, Jr. _________ Seneca, SC 
Brian Keith Feltman Westminster, SC 
Professional Communication 
Katalin Szabo Beck _________ Hatvan, Hungary Stephanie Jean Hobbs _________ Charlotte, NC 
Megan E. Black Fairfax, VA Joseph Neil Johansen Ninety Six, SC 
LeAnne Blackburn Portsmouth, OH Tammy Lynn Latham Iva, SC 
Izla Felita Hearn Hollywood, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Jamie Goverman Ables _______ Framingham, MA Anthony Aaron Kent __________ Sparks, NV 
Stephen Edwin Anderson Pickens, SC Bradford James Lindsey Greenville, SC 
Oren Jason Beaty Clinton, SC John Murphy Lineberger Marietta, GA 
Theodore Lewis Becker Clemson, SC Martin Richard Magnus Simpsonville, SC 
Mariam Beruchashvili Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia Aimee Kathleen Mastin Central, SC 
Scott Douglas Bodem Duncan, SC Holger Karsten Maurer Simpsonville, SC 
Shannon Dione Burger Piedmont, SC Phillip Todd Midden Palm Harbor, FL 
David Scott Carmichael Greenville, SC Bruce Allan Miller Grand Rapids, MI 
Marcus Daniel Castro Quito, Ecuador Gretchen Linn Morrow Powdersville, SC 
Troy Lee Cheek Charlotte, NC Sebastien Philippe Moyon Vertou, France 
Erin Alston Coker Greenville, SC Eugene Thaison Nguyen Atlanta, GA 
Julia Williams Crawley Augusta, GA Gurgen Vahrich Potikyan Yerevan, Armenia 
Mark Lee Crist Troy, OH Eric Reilly Verona, NJ 
Deepak S. Dodiya Maharashtra, India James Andrew Sevic Seneca, SC 
Adam Charles Drake Piedmont, SC Amanda Hall Smith Mauldin, SC 
John Benjamin Drohan Ipswich, MA Y ongyi Tan Shanghai, China 
Reid Evan Dyer Pittsburgh, PA Gretchen Elaine Umberger Mocksville, NC 
Jay Workman Edwards Lexington, SC Michael John Walde Greenwood, SC 
William Gregory Elliott Greer, SC Lihong Wang Beijing, China 
Jeannette N. Githua Nairobi, Kenya Youhong Wang Guangzhou, China 
J immi Joe Godwin Wilson, NC Tracy Wilson Weaver Spartanburg, SC 
Osman Gokbayrak Istanbul, Turkey Hua-Hung Weng Taipei, Taiwan 
Wayman Wright Henry III Greenville, SC Huaizhen Jane Zhang Tai Yuan City, China 
MASTER OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 
Thomas Livingstone Boggs _______ Columbia, SC Xian Wu _______________ Central, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Jennifer Susan Floyd _________ Fountain Inn, SC Kenneth Ray Ringenberg _______ Bourbonnais, IL 
Gregory Wayne Patton Sicklerville, NJ 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Lindsay Elizabeth Tapp __________ Greer, SC David Paul Von ___________ Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Matthew Kent Clingempeel _______ Farmville, VA Ihsuan Li ____________ Asuncion, Paraguay 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Sara Beth Andrews _________ Bennington, VT Kristen Elizabeth Kanakos ________ Lake Grove, NY 
Thomas Ray Aten Green River, WY Tracey Lee Shilobod Latrobe, PA 
Johnell 0. Brooks Omaha, NE Julie Marie Workman Tallahassee, FL 
Stephanie Renee Dotson Louisa, KY 
Applied Sociology 
Sean William Coleman ________ Philadelphia, PA Kirsten Leigh Harken _________ Charleston, SC 
Sarah Rebecca Dawson High Wycombe, England Ashley Cornett Marcum Lexington, KY 
Graphic Communications 
Caryn Victoria Antos ________ Summerville, SC Meridith Ellen Sanford _________ Clemson, SC 
Industrial Management 
Marisa Elaine More ___________ Mauldin, SC Sree Krishna Subramanian ________ Madras, India 
Xu Ouyang Tianjin, China 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Garrett W. Grahek ___________ Byron, GA Kelly Marie Renshaw __________ Salisbury, MD 
Laura Elizabeth Neil Town ville, SC Shannon Summer Webster Orlando, FL 
Biosystems Engineering 
Felipe Montes ____________ Bogota, Colombia 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
Manoj Narayanan Chennai, India 
Chemical Engineering 
Alvis Winton Fail III _________ Warrenville, SC Kevin Alan Smith ____________ Toledo, OH 
Deepthi Gopireddy Hyderabad, India Stephen Herman Weathers, Jr. Bowman, SC 
Chemistry 
George Robert Martin __________ Alabaster, AL 
Civil Engineering 
Julie Anne Babb ___________ Gray Court, SC Elisabeth Ruth Rose ___________ Fort Mill, SC 
Daniel Earle Cheek Anderson, SC Jahangcer Basha Shaik Kurnool, India 
Kenneth Matthew Cheek Anderson, SC Kristina Lea Tate Taylors, SC 
Melanie Meredith Frank Spartanburg, SC Akila Thamizharasan Chennai, India 
Sonal Jain Bangalore, India John Gibbs Townsend Charleston, SC 
Shana Young Love Greenville, SC Alana Jo Walden Rainsville, AL 
Paramananthan Piratheepan Jaffna, Sri Lanka Dunfa Xi Shandong, China 
Computer Engineering 
Farha Naheed Ali __________ Greenwood, SC Hai Xu _______________ Beijing, China 
Kalyan Chakravarthy Nidumolu Hyderabad, India 
Computer Science 
Wei Chen ______________ Jiangxi, China Yin-You Li ______________ Hefei, China 
Benjamin Everett Deaton Jefferson City, TN Kai Liu Beijing, China 
Sunil Gopinath Bangalore, India Eric Wade Medlin Rock Hill, SC 
James David Hatfield Clemson, SC Philip Michael Wells Elk Rapids, MI 
Travis Michael Landry Liberty, MS Hui Xu Jiangsu, China 
Yang Li Beijing, China 
Electrical Engineering 
Vineet Agrawal ___________ Dhaubad, India Changqing Li _________ Henan Province, China 
Pranava Swaroop Akkaraju Hyderabad, India Japheth James Light Midlothian, VA 
Abhijit Suresh Ambekar Naupur, India Siddharth Manohar Chennai, India 
Jason Proctor Anderson Fork, SC Vivek Vijay Mehta Hyderabad, India 
Gururaj M. Bidarkundi Maharashtra, India Jason Simpson Skinner Temperance Hill, SC 
Venu Gopal Boynapalli Kakinada, India Kishore Ramakrishna Tanikella Hyderabad, India 
Jason Anthony Ellenburg Easley, SC Umamahesh Venkata Vadlamani Visakhapatnam, India 
Kiran S. Jayanthi Vizag, India David Michael Zook Martinsburg, WV 
Engineering Mechanics 
Grafton Kincannon Robertson ______ Alpharetta, GA 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Angela Lyn Allen ___________ Clemson, SC Deniz Inci Demirkanli _________ Istanbul, Turkey 
Stephanie Ann Bates Cumberland, MD Lara Drumm St Wendel, Germany 
Donald David Calhoun Stone Mountain, GA Mariela Mercedes Nino-Restrepo Cali, Colombia 
Hydrogeology 
Graham Carl Bradner __________ Fort Mill, SC Jeremy Reid Vaughan ___________ Greer, SC 
Olalekan Kayode Fawumi Osun State, Nigeria Cameron Mace Warlick Charlotte, NC 
Heather P. Schweninger Pittsburgh, PA 
Industrial Engineering 
Hitesh C. Agrawal ___________ Nagpur, India Karthik Narayanan Ramaswamy Chennai, India 
Ramakrishna Devanathan Tamil Nadu, India Kiran S. Rao Mumbai, India 
Michelle Myra Fink Greenville, SC Yatinkumar Narayan Sathawane _ Nasik Maharashtra, India 
Himanshu Gupta Gwalior, India Prabhu Sethuraman Chennai, India 
Amit Vasant Joshi Mombai, India Sangmun Shin Ulsam, Korea 
Vishal Ashok Pampanwar Nagpur, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Ion Du ta ____________ Bucharest, Romania Alexandre J. Roussel __________ Nancy, France 
Sheba Kuriakose Baroda, India Shuya Xing Henan, China 
Mathematical Sciences 
Kirsten Elizabeth Bernasconi _____ Highland Mills, NY Hope Lynnette Harrelson ________ Clemson, SC 
Benjamin Thomas Clark Midland, MI Wei Lin Fuzhou, China 
Timothy Matthew Fawcett Summerville, SC Shannon Renee Purvis LaGrange, KY 
Kenneth Wade Flowers Woodstock, GA 
Mechanical Engineering 
Josef Scott Cummins __________ Bethesda, MD Anand Ganesh Rajagopalan ______ Jamshedpur, India 
Jon Robert Delong Cainhoy, SC Christopher Keith Rawlings Greenville, SC 
Raffi Vahe Derkhorenian Beirut, Lebanon Jeremy Curtis Robbins Glastonbury, CT 
Daniel Jefferson Fleming Morganton, NC Harold Bernard Samuels Timmonsville, SC 
Shivaraju B. Gowda Davanagele, India Srikant Srinivasan Tamil Nadu, India 
Nathan Krouse Grizzard Spartanburg, SC James H. Stanley Florence, SC 
Joseph Logan Marshall Graniteville, SC Satish Undapalli Hyderabad, India 
Jacob Yancey Neal Irmo, SC Steven Jeremy Williams Parkersburg, WV 
Srikrishna Pamarthi Hyderabad, India Zhe Zhang Hangzhou, China 
Physics 
Martha Rezina Ann Fountain ______ St Stephen, SC Chad Michael Schuster __________ Bernard, IA 
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Shujaat Hussain Alavi ________ Karachi, Pakistan Manan T ushar Shah __________ Gujarat, India 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Julia W. Dye _____________ Elberton, GA Stephanie J. Wiles ___________ Elberton, GA 
MASTER OF CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 
Shorn L. Furse ____________ Denmark, SC 
MASTER OF HEAL TH ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Health Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the Medical University of South Carolina.) 
Eric Marc Smith ____________ Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Abena Adabowa Aidoo _________ Accra, Ghana Robert Ena lo Lockard II ______ Lexington Park, MD 
Timothy Altland Blessing Easley, SC Barbara Hoover Lupo West Columbia, SC 
Julia Thrift Box Westminster, SC Ryan Elizabeth Mitchell Columbia, SC 
Carin Diane Connelley Orangeburg, SC Rebecca Lynn Pawlus Greenville, SC 
Gregory Stephen Cooper Easley, SC Celena Coleece Posey Greenville, SC 
John Frank Dendy Greenville, SC Tara Michelle Sadler Clemson, SC 
Peter Blair Donald Hilton Head Island, SC Michael Jason Shannon Chester, SC 
Penny Renee Ford Choppee, SC Kelley Elizabeth Tollison Greer, SC 
Thomas Brandt Gilbert Greenville, SC Nicholas Trent Vincent Kershaw, SC 
Virginia Owens Hagood Easley, SC Sandra Mathis White Greenville, SC 
Edward H. Horton Greenville, SC Jamie Watson Young North Augusta, SC 
Catherine Deitrick Johnston Spartanburg, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Tara Baker-Morton __________ Asheville, NC Angela Denise Prosser _________ Greenville, SC 
Jan Bankhead Cox Great Falls, SC Kathleen Lang Washburn Paducah, KY 
Chad Matthew Niehaus Anacortes, WA 
• 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Thomas John Bolger _________ Dublin, Ireland Beth Shelton,Brooks _________ Newberry, SC 
Steven Keith Glenn Marion, NC Gregory Walter Sweet Pendleton, SC 
Lydia Ann Moyer Palm Harbor, FL 
Counseling and Guidance Services 
Laura Alexander _________ Hendersonville, NC Maija Michelle Guedel ________ Snohomish, WA 
Wendy L. Ashley Belton, SC Megan Elaine Hundley Summerville, SC 
Sonya Campbell Atkinson Clinton, SC Judith Brown Justice Spartanburg, SC 
Laura Elizabeth Bedenbaugh Newberry, SC Tanya Arflin Massey Pendleton, SC 
Jason Wesley Clayton Van Wert, OH Tara Wilson Medlin Rock Hill, SC 
Stephanie Hanks Covan Honea Path, SC Scott Thomas Moore Beckley, WV 
Kathleen Rule Culp Mountain Rest, SC Marissa Beth Namirr Blythewood, SC 
Brooke Kathrine Daniel Milford, OH Marlayna Lynn Neste Hilton Head Island, SC 
Jennie Lee Davis Seneca, SC Brenda Lisa Osborne Largo, FL 
Paula Anera Deen North Augusta, SC Kimberly Melissa Poole Seneca, SC 
Stephen Edward Derriso Duncan, SC Mary Frances Stenhouse Greenville, SC 
Alice Amelia Elrod Laurens, SC Jason William Stockunas Clemson, SC 
Philip Jerry Elrod Toccoa, GA Sarah Catherine Tallant Cumming, GA 
Amy Elizabeth Fletcher Clemson, SC Jean Ann Tate Anderson, SC 
Kelley Jo Roper Garrity Nashville, TN Jay Chenoweth Thompson, Jr. Eustis, FL 
Dana Steen Glenn Greenville, SC Ashley Leah Vernon Greenville, SC 
Cindy Sue Goldman Stanton, NE Katherine Leigh Wildman Madison, IN 
Reading 
Kelly Phillips DuBreuil _________ Clemson, SC Elizabeth Smolen Gray _________ Columbia, SC 
Wendy Wright Garrison Rutherfordton, NC 
Secondary Education 
Minory Suhil NC1rnmouz _________ Haifa, Israel 
Special Education 
Tori Ann Frye ___________ Florham Park, NJ LeeAnne C. Jarvis ___________ Elberton, GA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Catherine Mary Brickley ________ Greenville, SC Julie Renee Martin ____________ Moore, SC 
Linda Gayle, Purvis Brooks Hendersonville, NC Julie Joseph McCoy Greenwood, SC 
Cynthia Ann Edwards Greenville, SC Cynthia Ann McGuire Greenville, SC 
Jonathan Troy Frazier Greenville, SC Lisa Rae Naylor Easley, SC 
Kimberly Ann Frommel Dacusville, SC Pamela Perrin Perrero Seneca, SC 
Holly Faulkenberry Helms Kershaw, SC Tanya Chapman Pusey Charlotte, NC 
Ellen E. Hotz Cincinnati, OH Kathleen Jo Sheppard Lexington, SC 
Alma,Katherine Rast Hunter Cameron, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Jason Aaron Ginder Kutztown, PA 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN COMPUTING 
Gerald N akia Oglesby __________ Seneca, SC Willoughby Wilkerson Whaley III ______ Marion, SC 
David Allen Stone Easley, SC Deborah Kay Wright Rockville, MD 
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
CAL VIN LEE SCHOUL TIES, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Louisa Ramsey Boyle _______ Stone Mountain, GA Nyjla S. N. Littlejohn _________ Columbia, MD 
**Chadwick Burton Carson Newnan, GA Tassos John Sfondouris Annapolis, MD 
**Lindsey Carol Caston Spartanburg, SC Cynthia Lee Tallent Ladson, SC 
Sara Tamison Chadwick Mt Kisco, NY ***Lindsay Marie Taylor Greenville, SC 
*Carolyn Alexis Fernandez Peachtree City, GA *James Michael Wiese Gilbert, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Kathleen Anne Edwards ________ Plantation, FL Jeffery Don McCall __________ Walhalla, SC 
*Horace Chadwick Hicks Anderson, SC Joshua David Reinhardt Edgemoor, SC 
Benjamin Lee Knight Great Falls, SC *Benjamin Douglas Skelley Manning, SC 
Justin Heyward Lee Ridgeway, SC 
Agricultural Education 
George Russell Abrams, Jr. _______ Silver Creek, GA Amanda Lowell Nichols __________ Saluda, SC 
Jeremy A. Brooks Abbeville, SC Gillian Rose Pressley Townville, SC 
***Jane Ellen Coble Simpsonville, SC Elizabeth Rene Whisenhunt Orangeburg, SC 
Rodney Troy Helms Kershaw, SC Clifford Charles Wilbanks Whitmire, SC 
Daniel Garrett Howard Pleasant Hill, SC Joshua Lynn Williams York, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Stuart Brandon Ashley __________ Belton, SC Wesley Richard Moore _________ Florence, SC 
Lester Clinton Boyd Clover, SC Steven Todd Shattls Bloomingdale, NJ 
Ned T ruette Dobson III Seneca, SC Joshua Wayne Vetter Levittown, PA 
Richard Nathan Gambrell Oakway, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Julie Beth Bradford _________ Statesville, NC Alison Elizabeth Long __________ Charlotte, NC 
**Nicole Briana Collier Atlanta, GA Nathan Michael Long Anderson, SC 
+***Gretchen Leigh Crook Kingwood, TX William Jeffrey Martin Greenwood, SC 
Jenna Susanne Crouch Green Pond, SC *Keely Michel McCollum Mocksville, NC 
*Arny Leigh Crowder Marietta, GA Jennifer Brooke McConnell Greenville, SC 
*Ryan Matthew Dunagin Boiling Springs, SC *Caleb Christopher Michaud Melbourne, FL 
Caroline Lauren Eattock Egg Harbor City, NJ *Joshua Edward Mitchum Tullifinny, SC 
*Jennifer Rachel Feiner Kennett Square, PA Melissa Sandra Morrell Clemson, SC 
Addie Rose Wilder Fogel Georgetown, SC *Melanie Kay Muldrow Columbia, SC 
**Stefanie Rae Gagliardi Gaffney, SC Patrick Joseph Myers Bowman, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Geldard Clemson, SC Damon Bailey Padgett Lexington, SC 
**Matthew Craig Harper York, SC Kathryn Noel Padgett Spartanburg, SC 
Ashley Carpenter Hogon Summerville, SC **Derrich Alexander Phillips Travelers Rest, SC 
Elizabeth Carey Hrlic Saluda, SC Matthew Allen Robertson Rock Hill, SC 
Brandon David Hurley Gray Court, SC Christina Carol Smith Greenwood, SC 
James Theodore Lahy Richmond, VA Erinn Dustin Stefanich Anchorage, AK 
Ashley Rebecca Landers Greer, SC *Shawn Louis Williamson Rock Hill, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Jeffrey Scott Baumann _________ St Stephen, SC +***Rebecca L. Pylypink ________ Burlington, MA 
Nicholas Robert Fortes Jackson Sumter, SC Jeremy Wayne Varn Goose Creek, SC 
**Robert Anthony Leonardi Greenville, SC Deanna Marlene Whittenberg Rio Linda, CA 
John William Livingston North, SC Jeffrey Phillip Williams Greenville, SC 
Biochemistry 
Robert E. Ackart ___________ Clemson, SC *Elizabeth Marie Nunnery ________ Fort Mill, SC 
*Adam Spencer Crowe Mableton, GA John Edward Oatis III Summerville, SC 
+*Clayton Houston Davis Princeton, SC +***Kenneth Graham Pittman Knoxville, TN 
Christopher Daniel Dunmyer Lexington, SC *John Adam Reich Lexington, SC 
*Michelle Marie Ehmann Pittsburgh, PA Erin McBrayer Roach Rutherfordton, NC 
*Amanda Marie Gates Clover, SC Courtney Louise Sexton Gray Court, SC 
*Jeffrey Fulton Hatchell Florence, SC *Michael Andrew Twitchell Greenville, SC 
+**Karen Elaine Johnson Evans, GA 
Biological Sciences 
*Holli Eli:<1bcth Armstrong _______ Honea Path, SC *Kathryn Ann Behler __________ Fairfield, OH 
Jcnnafer Lyn Baker Liberty, SC *Jennifer Diane Brassard Bedford, NH 
**~!egan Tl)gstad B<1le Glasgow, KY Natalia Marshea Brooker Hampton, SC 
.Jennifer Brl)1.)kc Baxter Easley, SC *Joselyn Rachelle Burdine Greenville, SC 
1'imh:-rly Ann Reard Walkers\·ille, MD **Rachel Ann Calloway Lexington, SC 
• 
Biological Sciences (cnntinucd) 
*Lauren Leah Cbnton ___________ Latta, SC Neal Brnndon Mattison ________ Ware Shoals, SC 
** Danielle Sharease Cooper Florence, SC *Elba Iris Moralez Beaufort, SC 
** Andre;1 Maria Cornntzes Clemson, SC *Melanie Kay Muldrow Columbia, SC 
*Pamela Suzanne Dean Fort Mill, SC ***Huong Thi Thanh Pham Greenville, SC 
*Christina JL)Anne Deluca Marion, NC *Catherine Leigh Pietkiewicz Fort Mill, SC 
*Stephanie Kay Dix Englewood, CO ***Shannon Dare Prichard Duffield, VA 
Jessica Anika Farmer Spartanburg, SC +***John Walter Pugh Prosperity, SC 
Bryan Christopher Fulmer Camden, SC ***Katherine Lauren Rollins Spartanburg, SC 
+**Julia Hart Gillespie Charleston, SC ***Stephanie Susan Rotan Batesburg, SC 
D;wid Bryan Gossett, Jr. Easley, SC *Justin Charles Setzler Newberry, SC 
Kelly Gail Greer Olney, MD *Mary Ashlee Sligh Union, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Hardin Dalton, GA Kyle Taylor Springs Hemingway, SC 
Matthew Robert Hayes Lansdale, PA *Russell Todd Stuermann Spartanburg, SC 
Nicole Lynn Holtzclaw Greer, SC Judson Lee Suber Spartanburg, SC 
Rebecca Terry HOL)ten Simpsonville, SC Shana Le Sullivan Enoree, SC 
Elizabeth V. Howle Sandy Run, SC Kelly Elizabeth Todd Chagrin Falls, OH 
*Audrey Suzann Hutto Orangeburg, SC +**David Benson Walker Columbia, SC 
*Carla Sanatha Jordan Galivants Ferry, SC ***Kimberly Elaine Westin Chapin, SC 
James Melvin Lindsey III Conway, SC +***William Keisler Whiteside Columbia, SC 
***Lee Leary Lovett Summerville, SC *John David Williamson Norway, SC 
*Courtney Lynn Mallett Wheeling, WV **Shannon Elizabeth Wilson Walhalla, SC 
***Wilmont Gregory Martin Greenville, SC 
Crop and Soil Environmental Science 
Clifford Brandon Eaddy _________ Manning, SC Angela Kelly Major _________ Travelers Rest, SC 
*Matthew Edison Johnson Aynor, SC 
Food Science 
*Catherine Lynn Brumbach _______ Anderson, SC ***Barbara Ann Miller _________ Florence, SC 
Nathan Andrew Carbaugh Telford, PA Katherine Suzanne Nickless Marietta, GA 
***Ellen Burnett Cary Paducah, KY Kate Marie O'Brien Duluth, GA 
Carol Marie Christy Greenville, SC **Jessica Padgett Parker Hampstead, NC 
Carrie Allison Cumbie Central, SC Karen Marie Resutek Romeo, Ml 
*Abbie Jane Derrick B<ltesburg, SC *Laura Paige Thurmond Clearwater Beach, FL 
Kelly Anne DeSchuiteneer Manchester, NH ** Kimberly Ann Toms Hopkinsville, KY 
Elizabeth Ann Hartley Tipp City, OH 
Forest Resource Management 
Keith Richard Brockington _______ Alpharettc1, GA Patrick Jason Lee ___________ Orangeburg, SC 
John Patrick Busscher Anderson, SC Kimberly E. Poston Luray, SC 
Joshua Ashley Cave Ill Charleston, SC Brian Wayne Reed Lexington, SC 
Heath McAbee Corley Lexington, SC **Gene Baker Stuart Summerville, SC 
**Jeffrey Lynwood Fellers Prosperity, SC James Matthew Summers Branchville, SC 
Douglas Patrick Freiland Columbia, MD Daniel DeVinney Timms III Winnsboro, SC 
Christina Faith Gause Charleston, SC Paul Hamilton Tuten Grays, SC 
Matthew Brian Hendricks Easley, SC Carl Philip Zoellner Highlands, NC 
Caleb Younger Jones Greer, SC 
Horticulture 
Michael Jeffrey Aiken _________ Anderson, SC Jeffrey James Martini __________ Old Lyme, CT 
Michael Clay Barnes Pauline, SC Charles Graham McElveen Marion, SC 
Aaron Scott Campbell Aiken, SC *Natalie Kristin Solmer South Bend, IN 
Robert Matthew Edwards Fort Mill, SC Jason Scott Somerville Easley, SC 
Wesley Hendrix Fisher Greer, SC *Amy Nicole Sturdy Clarendon Hills, IL 
***William Wright Inman III Greenville, SC Brian Walker Whitsitt Mt Pleasant, SC 
Deana Marie Kelley Greenwood, SC 
Microbiology 
Kathy Jean Bennett ___________ Syracuse, NY Jeremy Shane Merck __________ Six Mile, SC 
**Lindsey Erin Bishop Hilton Head Island, SC Tresa Lanelle Nesbitt Manning, SC 
*James Arthur Bruce Anderson, SC James Bruce O'Neal Johnston, SC 
Denetria Natikki Dawkins Gaffney, SC *Douglas Alan Scott Fort Mill, SC 
Joseph Matthew Edwards Clinton, SC Kelly Rae Shields Melrose, MA 
+**Michael Lawrence Freeman Mt Pleasant, SC **Anne Darlene Scanner Omaha, NE 
Dieter Cul Iten St Petersburg, FL +*Nicholas James Wells Conway, SC 
*JL)Scphine Jeanne McClung Greenville, SC Torrence Jermaine White Andrews, SC 
Jason Kyle McMillan Florence, SC *Julie Lynn Wilson Murfreesboro, TN 
Packaging Science 
JL)Scf b·crett Clark, Jr. _________ Lexington, SC Wendy Sue McCarter ____________ York, SC 
*'~CL)LJrtney Eli:abeth Cloninger Rock Hill, SC *Stacie Winchester McCreary Seneca, SC 
C hrisrnpher W. Conley Macungie, PA *David Mack Porter Rock Hill, SC 
EkarH)r Oli\-cr Gwn~s Simpsonville, SC Chastity Prince Bennettsville, SC 
Jeffrey l\.)n,1ld Hnllo\\'<lY Columbia, SC *Joseph Edward Ulmer III W oodruff, SC 
Jl)~;Jrn,1 .-\lien Lee Ware Shoals, SC *Rosalynd Caroline Wells Seneca, SC 
Ju:'tin Lee ~Lir:'h ,111 Lancaster, SC Nicholas Eddie Young W are Shoals, SC 
Pre-professional Studies 
Paul William Bleckley ________ Boiling Springs, SC Yolanda Denise Jamison ________ Eutawville, SC 
**Dori Laurene Clark Boiling Springs, SC Leslie Allison Parker Spartanburg, SC 
**Juliana Lacy Cord Anderson, SC Shelley Kristin Spangler Greenville, SC 
*Heather Louise Corley Lexington, SC **Victoria Charlotte Wood New Orleans, LA 
Turfgrass 
Cara Lyn Haltiwanger ________ Calhoun Falls, SC Jason Adam Spaar __________ Simpsonville, SC 
Maurice Truman Kirkpatrick, Jr. Manning, SC Adam Brett Tenry Anderson, SC 
Matthew Thomas Smith Lexington, NC James Mason Young, Jr. Clinton, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CER VELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Rena Jane Bramlett ___________ Walhalla, SC Nancy Elizabeth Lemon _________ Barnwell, SC 
*Adam Ellis Burgess Mauldin, SC **Kristian Amanda McGinnis Lugoff, SC 
Crystal Gail Enriquez Cadomiga Piedmont, SC *Alisha Lee Ann Place Wapakoneta, OH 
Eric David Carlson Clemson, SC Lacey Taylor Columbia, SC 
William Alexander Cox Andrews, SC **Dayna Michelle Thompson Seffner, FL 
William Triplett Daughtrey II Lakeland, FL Matthew Tyler Ward Simpsonville, SC 
Ashley Palmateer Gatlin Rock Hill, SC Anna Elizabeth Welch Sumter, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Andrew Thomas Bleckley ______ Boiling Springs, SC Matthew John Levesque _________ Beaufort, SC 
Renee M. Boyer Cincinnati, OH Kirsten Sarah Melberg Wedgefield, SC 
Jerel Michael Cam, Jr. Hilton Head Island, SC *Daniel Christian Robey Leesburg, VA 
James Bart Cothran Laurens, SC Jason Derek Strong Georgetown, SC 
Morris Lynn Freeman, Jr. Anderson, SC *Kevin Randall Vollnogle Grand Rapids, MI 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
Stuart Marshall Barber ________ Spartanburg, SC Michael Ryan Hayes __________ Roanoke, VA 
-Andrew Cothran Burroughs Williamston, SC Noura Hani Hibri Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ellen Ford Cathey Anderson, SC Anthony Dominic Rappa Sewickley, PA 
Carisa Kathleen Donahue Binghamton, NY ** Asheley Cecille Scott Columbia, SC 
**Molly Jo Felde Oak Ridge, TN Robert Justin Smith Rock Hill, SC 
Dale Erastus Flow Goose Creek, SC Erin Elizabeth T oraya Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jenna Brooke Gibson Stuart, FL 
English 
Bobbie Jaillette Altman _______ Myrtle Beach, SC Maegan Marjorie Lawrence _______ Montague, MA 
Keyonna Dayshon Baker Trappe, MD Heather Eason Lawton Charleston, SC 
*Mary Elaine Bolen West Columbia, SC Christopher Winslow Lockett Woodbridge, VA 
Brandi Elizabeth Brant Barnwell, SC John Robert Longo, Jr. North Augusta, SC 
Christina R. Byrd Walterboro, SC Samantha Morales Fountain Inn, SC 
**Christopher Marshall Clapp Flemington, NJ **Jordan Wilkes Peeler Gaffney, SC 
Courtney Brooks Dickert Atlanta, GA *Lindsay Anne Price Lawrenceville, GA 
KerryAnn Diggins Wall, NJ Matthew Russell Randall Rock Hill, SC 
Andrew Garrett Watkins Glen, NY *Evelyn Grazier Rhea Rock Hill, SC 
Randy Jason Gentry Seneca, SC *Elizabeth Gillette Saunders Marietta, GA 
***Mary Smith Geren Elberton, GA Matthew James Seagle San Antonio, TX 
*Callie Pettit Hawkins Gaffney, SC Joy Elizabeth Shine Hilton Head Island, SC 
***Amanda Beth Huffman Easley, SC **Brian Patrick Shultz North Charleston, SC 
+**Eric Lindsay Krantz Columbia, SC Andrew Grayson Smith Marion, SC 
John Renold Larson Danville, CA Katherine Elizabeth Wright Blythewood, SC 
History 
Christine Louise Ackerman ________ Ladson, SC Brock Matthew David Lusk ________ Walhalla, SC 
***Eric Thomas Arndt Fort Wayne, IN Michelle Renee McRae Mullins, SC 
Eric Randall Clark Charleston, SC ***Lindsay Chappell Maybin Irmo, SC 
Kevin Michael Drew Cumberland, MD *Michael Scott Mumford Easley, SC 
*Geoffrey Andrew Dull Ocean City, NJ James Ballentine Stuckey, Jr. Easley, SC 
*Natalie Elizabeth Hoxie Summerville, SC *Russell Ryan Thomson Belton, SC 
Amelia Jane Johnson Clover, SC *David Stevenson Walker II Hendersonville, NC 
*Brian Patrick Johnson Greenville, SC **Ryan Allan Whittle Greenville, SC 
David Josef Kochamba Summerville, SC 
Language and International Trade 
Thomas Mathev.: Booker ________ Lynchburg, VA Diane Elizabeth Helmich ________ Florence, SC 
*Jessica Lynn Brandt Cincinnati, OH ***Amanda Beth Huffman Easley, SC 
Eli:abeth Brnoke Burns Basking Ridge, NJ Yasmin Jalil Anderson, SC 
Leigh Walton Clark Louisville, KY Michael Ross Lunderville Menomonie, WI 
*tdarjory Anne Donahue Winter Park, FL **Tanya Michelle Murray Greer, SC 
Felipe Segundo Esm1d,1-raniagua Miami, FL Clayton Madison Neville Mt Pleasant, SC 
Lindsey iCL)le H,irkness Lexington, SC Felicia Jeannine Plemons ackson, GA 
Language and International Trade (continued) 
*Gregory Paul Reader _________ Greenville, SC Linde Shaleen Summey __________ Easley, SC 
+*Allyson Karina Reaves Hilton Head Island, SC William Randall Todd Easley, SC 
Jamie Kristine Romano Fairport, NY *James Matthew Trent Easley, SC 
Modern Languages 
Anna Elizabeth Burnett ________ Spartanburg, SC Allison Marie Thompson _______ Simpsonville, SC 
**Jessica Lauren Smith Columbia, SC 
Philosophy 
Karen R. Killian ___________ Hayesville, NC **David Benson Walker ________ Columbia, SC 
Speech and Communication Studies 
Nicholas Bartnikowski __________ Pittsburg, PA Laura Miles Macleod ______ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Mary Margaret Brady Little Mountain, SC Jason Michael Makis Alta Loma, CA 
*Samantha Quinn Canelakes Fairfax, VA Melissa Betty Marcengill Seneca, SC 
Stacy Ann Carr Central, SC **Laurie Beth McMeekin Greenville, SC 
*Michelle Wing-Yee Chang Knoxville, TN Warrick Jovan McZeke Loris, SC 
Royce Bowman Charpia, Jr. Summerville, SC Elizabeth Erin Merchant Orangeburg, SC 
Barbara Lindsey Clark Orlando, FL Matthew Douglas Mills Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Ann Cricenti Jackson, MS Jenan Kamal Mobarak Greenville, SC 
Susan Catherine Dailey Clinton, SC Wendy Jo Nicewander Ithaca, MI 
Msiba Oni Dalton Waynesville, NC Christina Joan Oldock Naples, FL 
Ian James Davison Tampa, FL Elizabeth Lauren Padgette Charleston, SC 
**Stacey Anne Denson Greenville, SC *Amanda Marie Parler Hartsville, SC 
Cary Dillard Eggleston Dover, DE *Lindsay Catherine Ragsdale Columbia, SC 
**Caison Mclaney Felts Myrtle Beach, SC Samantha-Anne Jaudon Rozier Moncks Comer, SC 
Suzanne Mary FitzGerald Ridgewood, NJ *Kristin Joy Runger Knoxville, TN 
Rachel Sarah Flynn Washington, DC Karen Marie Scholtes Spartanburg, SC 
Andrew John Gessert Belleair Beach, FL *Kristen Mary Schwedler Clemson, SC 
Joseph Patrick Hamric Greer, SC *Susan Rebecca Shipman Greenville, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Hesse Charleston, SC *Zachary Wade Sutton Seneca, SC 
*Cason Elizabeth Hinkley Columbia, SC Lisa Lynn Swanson Jamestown, NY 
*Lauren Ann Hoffman Richmond, VA Martha Hamilton Van Dam Haworth, NJ 
Sarah Anne Hom San Antonio, TX Rachel Alice Ward Westford, MA 
Michael Seth Horton Wadesboro, NC Kaycie Marie Webster Dillon, SC 
Amanda Lillian Ivy Fort Pierce, FL Ryan William Wilson Hingham, MA 
Stephanie Jean Kenning Union, KY Stewart Leigh Wilson III Glen Ridge, NJ 
Anna Brooke King Grundy, VA *Kristen Brooke Woodell Fort Mill, SC 
Allison Noelle Lambert Myrtle Beach, SC Megan Anne Yeager Haddonfield, NJ 
Emily Anne Lawrimore Columbus, GA ***Alexis Mae Zachary Greenville, SC 
Sarah Eliza Luadzers Columbia, SC *Carrie Lynn Zantello Bexley, OH 
**Andrea Elizabeth Maclnnes Simpsonville, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
English and Psychology 
+**Jennifer Leigh Ward _________ Cleveland, SC 
English and Speeech and Communication Studies 
**Katherine June Pringle Greenwood, SC 
German and History 
+*Stephanie Erin Gallagher _______ Cincinnati, OH 
History and Political Science 
*Patrick Eugene During Fairfax Station, VA 
History and Speech and Communications Studies 
Nickisha Moniece Woodward Charleston, SC 
Sociology and Speech and Communication Studies 
Douglas Edwin Farquhar Greenwood, SC 
Spanish and Speech and Communication Studies 
*David Patrick Abel __________ Franklin, NC ***Erin Anna Smith _________ Charleston, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Jamie Grant Bowles ____________ King, NC Charles Douglas Patrick ________ Greenville, SC 
Richard L. Burnett II Charleston, SC Daniel Steven Reynolds Spartanburg, SC 
John Perry Folk Greenville, SC Christopher Edward Speakman Rosemark, TN 
Lee MacLelLm Foster, Jr. Midlothian, VA David Wayne Summers, Jr. Cameron, SC 
Nich1.)bs Ncssem Oldroyd Deerfield, NY William Kevin Williams Quantico, MD 
Design 
Virginia Lynn Agee ___________ Richburg, SC ***Amy Nicole Cole __________ Currituck, NC 
Christc)pher ~cott Arnold Greenville, SC Donald Kyle Copley Camden, SC 
Jas,)n Ander:;on Brn\\T\ Houston, TX Maren Means Ehrenhard Newnan, GA 
Design (continued) 
*Sean Christopher Erickson ________ Wayne, NJ **Sara Kathleen Sanders Newton _____ Six Mile, SC 
**Amy Elizabeth Finley Littleton, CO *Andrew Oliver Payne Greenville, SC 
*Adrienne Leigh Fulmer Easley, SC Alan Eugene Pritchard Blackville, SC 
***Sallie Rebecca Hambright Gaffney, SC **Michele Marie Shortsleeve LaFargeville, NY 
*Lee Darrell Holcomb Amelia Island, FL Simon Gabriel Spencer Rock Hill, SC 
Marc Alan Krouse Exton, PA *Aleksander Tamm-Seitz Spartanburg, SC 
***Karen Diane Lacey Houston, TX *Mary Katherine Todd Dickson, TN 
Mary Catherine Leach Cornelius, NC **Dwight Anthony Troyer Due West, SC 
*Michael Frank McKinney Honea Path, SC Heather Marie Voorhaar Annapolis, MD 
Burgess Anthony Metcalf Earle's Grove, SC *Joel R. Wenzel Hebron, CT 
**Stephanie Francis Millar Wayne, NJ Russell Stanley Wilson Blaine, MN 
Cassius Merrill Moter IV Louisville, KY 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
JERRY EUGENE TRAPNELL, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Christian Brades Alexander Burton ______ Burton, Ml Craig Allen McGilvray _________ Hartsville, SC 
+**Christopher Marshall Clapp Flemington, NJ William Edward McMillan Bishopville, SC 
Robert Warren Daliege Ill Southbury, CT Julia Nelle Parker Simpsonville, SC 
Stephen Michael Foster Oakway, SC Jonathan Ronald Van Bergen Clemson, SC 
Jonathan Hugh Hayes Summerville, SC 
Political Science 
Alberto Luis Camacho ___________ Vemon, NJ Mark Charles Mullervy _________ Clemson, SC 
Rebecca Mays Coffey Anderson, SC **Kathryn Michelle Rauton Johnston, SC 
Karen Madeline Crissman Burlington, NC John Paul Reimann Norfolk, VA 
+*Ryan Leigh Dawkins Williamston, SC Patrisha Maxine Riser Bowman, SC 
Matthew Peter Ellsworth Okemos, Ml Charles Thomas Shaub II Conway, SC 
Joshua Andrew Gruber Greenville, OH George Sitaras Farmingville, NY 
Nathan Arthur Ilderton Hilton Head Island, SC Heather Leigh Stultz Aiken, SC 
Kawanna Kisona Leggett Rowland, NC Dunnovan Grant Waddell Inman, SC 
*Melissa Anne Manning Willamsport, PA *Kelli Rebecca Williams Greer, SC 
+***Lindsay Chappell Maybin Irmo, SC Ashley Elizabeth Wilson Seneca, SC 
**Rebecca Collene McKillip Summerville, SC 
Psychology 
Dena Brooke Alford Marietta, GA ----------- James Brian Mahar ___________ Reston, VA 
***Hilary Anne Beard Vienna, VA Louise Marett McClure Westminster, SC 
Amy Heather Bocchino Spartanburg, SC Kelly Elizabeth McGinity Timonium, MD 
Crystal Gail Enriquez Cadorniga Piedmont, SC Ann Elizabeth Mclaurin Dallas, TX 
*Monique Evon Callaham T rcnton, SC David Nevins Miller Framingham, MA 
Heather Laine Campbell Powdersville, SC lrc1 Thomas Morrison III Chester, SC 
Cheryl Breanne Cantrell Powdersvillc, SC Mary Redfearn Morrison Estill, SC 
David Jon Cody Greenville, SC Joelyn N. Nesbitt Spartanburg, SC 
**Brandi Nicole Durham Greenville, SC +***Quyen Bich Nguyen Graham, NC 
Adrienne Laney Edwards Gaffney, SC *Jessica Leigh Poore Ware Shoals, SC 
Autumn Suzanne Elko Lonaconing, MD *Rebecca Kay Prichard Clemson, SC 
*Rachel Nohl Felkey Cumming, GA +**Tawny Lynn Richardson Marion, SC 
*Catherine Elizabeth Gaines Toledo, OH **Dawn Marie Rosa Wyckoff, NJ 
Meghan Maureen Gilsenan Moorestown, NJ Alexandra Rouleau Scagnelli Wilmette, IL 
Elizabeth Blanton Greene Richmond, VA William Donald Sellers Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Rhea Johnson Inman, SC Joseph Carl Slack Roanoke, VA 
Leigh Ann King Charleston, SC Ramie Elizabeth Sodaro Houston, TX 
**Joelle T. Lemme Moore, SC Daniel Alan Wood Greenville, SC 
Nancy Kate MacDonald Murrell's Inlet, SC **Natalie Rebecca Wright Gaffney, SC 
Sociology 
Jocelyn Gwen Bailey __________ Anderson, SC ]amine Rochelle Moton _________ Glassboro, NJ 
Carolyn Marie Bartz Blythewood, SC Brent Allen Oxley Easley, SC 
Leslie Christine Bond Anderson, SC **Caroline Shaw Peeler Lexington, SC 
Tanya Elise Cook Southfield, MA Leesa Jean Plumblee Travelers Rest, SC 
+***Jennifer Leanne Crenshaw Six Mile, SC Amanda Lauren Rosborough Voorhees, NJ 
Stacey Leigh Edens Marietta, GA LeToya Sheree Singleton Holly Hill, SC 
Sara Marie Floor Easley, SC *William Allen Tipping III Fountain Inn, SC 
*Robert Aldon Foster, Jr. Travelers Rest, SC Charmaine Miesha Walker Easley, SC 
Tamara Je<mem.' Johnson Greenville, SC Jonathan Barry Watkins Laurens, SC 
*~1ichelk 0. Love Pendleton, SC *Alison Dawn Watson Scarborough, ME 
• 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Economics and Political Science 
*Robert Guthrie Hammond _______ Florence, SC Bryan Garrison Kirby __________ Greenville, SC 
English and Political Science 
Natalia Sarah Muska Stafford Springs, CT 
History and Political Science 
*Joshua L. Voelker Chester, MD 
Philosophy and Psychology 
*Tiffany Anne Lambert Atlanta, GA 
Political Science and Speech and Communication Studies 
**Kristina Ann Young Summerville, SC 
Psychology and Sociology 
Christopher Michael Selzer Severna Park, MD 
Psychology and Spanish 
*Natalie Michele Zaden Birmingham, AL 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
*Heidi Marie Aldinger __________ Orlando, FL Christopher James Majka ________ Webster, MA 
**Neal Ray Ashley Anderson, SC Quantrel D. McClary Gaffney, SC 
*Michael David Beckner Ogdensburg, NY Keely Marie O'Brien Chagrin Falls, OH 
Marsha Elizabeth Byers Pickens, SC Sheldon Ray, Jr. Williston, SC 
*Kristina Ann Cathcart Anderson, SC Ronald Mark Robak Rochester, NY 
Michael Yates Coleman Aiken, SC Eric Michael Ruhl Monkton, MD 
Jacqueline Mary Dowd Midlothian, VA Terrance McKenzie Sanders Calhoun Falls, SC 
Ashley Hollis Epps Fort Mill, SC *Stephanie Leigh Satterfield Simpsonville, SC 
*Keri Lynn Hensley Franklin, NC +***Megan Claire Scott Florence, SC 
Edward Thomas Holt, Jr. West Palm Beach, FL Samantha Lynn Sexton Camilla, GA 
Matthew H. Hubbell Pittsburgh, PA Tina Michelle Seymour Powdersville, SC 
Hollis Lamond Johnson, Jr. Bowman, SC Stacy Dawn Steadman Taylors, SC 
Natalie Sleesman Kent Anderson, SC Kimberly Michelle Turner Town ville, SC 
***Melissa Kathleen Kuhns Fort Wayne, IN **Sarah Caroline Ulmer Bluffton, SC 
Angel Sonefelt Luper Anderson, SC 
Economics 
Jennifer Lee Bowles ____________ Irmo, SC ***Ashley McCaa Long ________ Columbia, SC 
Michael Paul Butler Greenville, SC Robert Charles Mortier Marietta, GA 
Thomas Michael Davis Spartanburg, SC Robert Douglas Neill Charlotte, NC 
Seth Richard Finkey Carlisle, PA Steven B. Parler Myrtle Beach, SC 
***Benjamin Michael Gentry Seneca, SC Jay William Ragley Greenville, SC 
Jimmy Kurt Glahn Sumter, SC Lucas Matthew Snipes Greenville, SC 
Blair J Greenhill Powdersville, SC James Napoleon Sweeney, Jr. Cheraw, SC 
Carolyn Michelle Lemere Shutesbury, MA +**Thad Howard Waters III St Joseph, LA 
Financial Management 
Virginia Macon Alexander ________ Greenville, SC George Daniel Ellzey II _________ Columbia, SC 
Edward Anthony Angone II Greenville, SC ***Robert Eugene Faile Florence, SC 
Stephan Griffin Ariko Orlando, FL Francine Louise Gauvey Greenwood, SC 
**Rebecca Brooke Arnold Columbia, SC Lesley Joyce Geer Clemson, SC 
Christopher McAlister Ayers Columbia, SC Timothy Albert Hall Greensboro, NC 
Heather Liana Barnes Irmo, SC Vandy Cooper Hall Batesburg, SC 
**Shaili M. Batavia Irmo, SC Emilee Deanna Hopkins Mauldin, SC 
Korrin Alicia Bauer Salem, SC Bryan Travis Horner Woodstock, IL 
*Jill Bedenbaugh Newberry, SC Nicholas Xavier Jebaily Florence, SC 
David Lance Bell Greenville, SC Amanda Natasha Johnson Garnett, SC 
Patricia Margaret Bestall Rock Hill, SC Cortney Lynn Johnson Sarasota, FL 
John DeLaye Bigbie, Jr. Sumter, SC David Wellsman Johnson III Columbia, SC 
Rikhav Bharat Boghani Greenville, SC Jessica Samantha Jones West Orange, NJ 
+***Kate Allyson Bomberger Manchester, PA +*Jeffrey Ray Jowers Columbia, SC 
Michael Wesley Boozer Sumter, SC Shane Adam Kendrick North Augusta, SC 
Karl Eric Brauner Mauldin, SC Beverley Price Kennedy Laurens, SC 
Jason J. Casale Scotch Plains, NJ Kevin Patrick Kenny Hillsdale, NJ 
*Anthony J. Cerciello East Brunswick, NJ ***Virginia Marie Kirouac Norcross, GA 
Nancy Lynn Clarkson Loris, SC Andrew Corry Langway Fort Washington, MD 
Erin Leigh Cobb Greenville, SC Matthew A. LeDuc Springfield, MA 
John Frederick Cl)llis Whitesboro, NY Richard Ernest Locklair Conway, SC 
**J. Michael Connelly Winchester, VA Jason Adam McCall Greenville, SC 
Bryan Otis De Vore Anderson, SC *Henry Campbell McGee Greenville, SC 
Lisa Elaine DiCarlo Columbus, OH *Patrick Martin Mcintyre Greenville, SC 
Christorher David Disbrow Rock Hill, SC +***Grant Miller McMillion Columbia, SC 
*Ross Burnett Duncan Columbia, SC **Gregory Paul Miller Baldwin, MD 
Scot J. Ehinger Charleston, SC **Christopher Gray Morgan Greenville, SC 
. . 
Financial Management (continued) • 
Jonathan Harris Mullikin Greenville, SC Andrew Robert Schlise Rock Hill, SC 
Jermaine Leonard Murray Branchville, SC *Howard Rahtert Smith Conway, SC 
*Catherine Elizabeth Newland Fairfax Station, VA Jason Scott Starts Runnemede, NJ 
Rachel Elizabeth Paul Florence, SC +*Carol Ann Striano Oak Hill, VA 
+*Paul Gabriel Phadungchai Mansfield, MA Gina Elizabeth Taibi Brick, NJ 
Melissa Sue Price Newberry, SC Blake Hall Vaigneur Mt Pleasant, SC 
Patrick Psarras Stratford, CT Miguel Antonio Valadez Columbia, SC 
Phillip Monroe Reynolds Easley, SC David Nathaniel Vaughan, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Lynn Richardson Charlotte, NC Matthew Gamewell Watson Columbia, SC 
Daniel Rivas Dallas, TX Howard Adam West II Pittsburgh, PA 
+*Bettina Jimille Roberts Halifax, NC Adam Stafford Whitfield Mt Pleasant, SC 
Nathan Chester Rohrmeier Bellport, NY Brian McCusto Williams Walterboro, SC 
Claire Noelle Rutter Franklin, TN **William Marion Wilson Myrtle Beach, SC 
David Kirkland Sansbury, Jr. Pendleton, SC Steven Richard Walterman Cincinnati, OH 
Graphic Communications 
Mary Carol Anderson Greenville, SC ***Robert C. Latham Greenville, SC 
Frank Coleman Bates Myrtle Beach, SC Erin Elena Martino Tampa, FL 
***Betsy Lee Briggs Flowery Branch, GA Alexander John,Paul Morrin Montrose, CO 
Joshua Wilk es Brinson Columbia, SC Jared Blair Mullikin Anderson, SC 
Grady Stoddard Brooks III Wellford, SC *Jeffrey Edward Potter Fort Thomas, KY 
Scott Everette Bruce Anderson, SC *Adam Joel Schwartz Hilton Head Island, SC 
+***Carrie Ann Cobb Newnan, GA *Kathryn Elizabeth Sheriff Miami, FL 
+***Brian Thomas Coleman Pittsburgh, PA Bryn Honour Smith Briarcliff, NY 
Jarrod Whipple Congdon Hilton Head Island, SC Robert Benjamin Snode Beaufort, SC 
Amy Lynn Costello Annapolis, MD Ryan Lloyd Snode Beaufort, SC 
Ashleigh Brienne Edens Sumter, SC **Melissa Margaret Stanchak Marietta, GA 
Warren Richard Garrett III Abbeville, SC Ann Elizabeth Sullivan J arrettsville, MD 
Katie Alexandra G lassmoyer Easley, SC Sandra Christine Twilley Chevy Chase View, MD 
Lindsey Renee Goff Saluda, SC Sherry Michelle Villeponteaux Pinopolis, SC 
*Christine Lynn Gray Washington Crossing, PA *Sana Naji Wahdan Florence, SC 
Michael Jonathan Heit Massapequa Park, NY Adam Christopher Webb Williamsburg, VA 
John Paul Keefer Summerville, SC Rhett Padgett Wilson Easley, SC 
Carmen Ann Klink Hilton Head Island, SC Joshua Clark Wolfgram South Portland, ME 
Nicole Kristen Kolb Anderson, SC 
Industrial Management 
John Arthur Caldwell Simpsonville, SC Anthony Anton Stover Camden, SC 
*Mathew Dennison May North Charleston, SC James Carson Vaughan Greenville, SC 
Federico Alberto Smith III Tegucigalpa, Honduras 
Management 
Holly Marie Adkins Fort Mill, SC Peter Gustav Laver Erie, PA 
Seema Mahendra Amin Fort Mill, SC Emily Briana Lawless Roswell, GA 
Julie Shaffer Anderson Midlothian, VA Jennifer Catherine Lawrimore Georgetown, SC 
*Lauren Frances Bartholomew Florence, NJ Kathryn Elizabeth Leaman Columbia, SC 
April Corinne Benton Conway, SC Heather Marie Malpass Little River, SC 
Kelly Amanda Bowen Charleston, SC Kevin Phillips Marshall Irmo, SC 
+**Jonathan Tenry Castellaw Nashville, TN Marcus Thomas Mauney, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Chevis Dean Collins Anderson, SC +***Michael Brockinton McGough Greer, SC 
Thomas Edward Conway Marietta, GA +***Bryan Lloyd Mills Eden, MD 
Christopher James Corley Lexington, SC Vicki Lynn Murray Kinston, NC 
Trever James Cornwell Battle Creek, MI Jamie R. Owings Greenville, SC 
Eugene Clark Covington III Greenville, SC Mary Gwendolyn Parkman Savannah, GA 
Christina Desiderio Atlanta, GA Samuel Quentin Parsons Anderson, SC 
Mark Wesley Donley Hilton Head Island, SC Michael R. Perron Ridgefield, CT 
Paul Thomas Eddy Simpsonville, SC Trent David Pittman Taylors, SC 
+*Thomas Gregory Felch Nashville, TN Brian Johnathan Renner Landrum, SC 
Brett Reardon Floyd Akron, OH Justin Graham Robinson Florence, SC 
Tyler Raymond Fontaine Pawley's Island, SC Judith Diane Rogers Walhalla, SC 
Randall Norman Gadry Charleston, SC Benjamin Joseph Russ Niles, MI 
Todd Patrick George Indian Mills, NJ Katrinka Marie Scalise Anderson, SC 
Jeffrey Thomas Gibson Charleston, SC Steven H. Sharpe Landrum, SC 
Michelle Elizabeth Gredler Yarmouth, ME Scott Michael Sheridan Rockville, MD 
Johnathon Mark Green Marion, SC *Anna Elizabeth Spratlin Lincolnton, GA 
Sarah Elizabeth Gurney Loxahatchee, FL Matthew Ryan Symanski Owings, MD 
Meredith Leigh Hairston Clinton, SC Samantha Elizabeth Taylor Kershaw, SC 
*Eric Brandon Hess Forked River, NJ Ryan Douglas Tiwari Spartanburg, SC 
Michael Gregory Hirst Sweetwater, NJ Michael Willson Wall Moncks Corner, SC 
Paul Stephen Izzo, Jr. Saratoga Springs, NY Melissa D. Wermuth Greenville, SC 
James Griffith Kaighin, Jr. Austin, TX Christopher Campbell Werner Wayne, PA 
+**Elizabeth Ashley Kehn Saline, MI Jonathan David Williams Greenville, SC 
Alissa Marie Keogh Columbia, SC *Mary Yip Greenville, SC 
Chadwick Darren Knight Cleveland, TN 
Marketing 
Leah Marie Afanador Anderson, SC ---------- *Stephanie Gail lannazzone ________ Westfield, NJ 
Ashley Michelle Altman Fountain Inn, SC Lee Charles Ibrahim Clemson, SC 
Richard Scott Bagwell, Jr. Charlotte, NC Kristy Leigh Jacobs Pittsburgh, PA 
Misty Renee Baker Newnan, GA *William Frank James lll Spartanburg, SC 
Vandi Gabrielle Ball Bristol, VA Gerrod Jermey Jenkins Charleston, SC 
Daniel Abram Bart Olney, MD Matthew Michael Jordan Aurora, CO 
Stacy Anne Bartholomee Baltimore, MD Jessica Marta Kalemba Stratford, CT 
Dana Lee Baughman Bluffton, SC *Catherine Mary Keegan Falls Church, VA 
Carl William Baughn III Georgetown, SC *Olivia Childs Kellett Columbia, SC 
Anne Elizabeth Berki Hinsdale, IL **Dayna Elizabeth Kierce Anderson, SC 
**Amy Melinda Birch Cowpens, SC Christopher R. Killian Murphy, NC 
Brian Michael Barron Anderson, SC Meredith Suzanne King Blythewood, SC 
Mary Ginny Boulos Greenville, SC Kristin Erica Knight Greer, SC 
Blake J. Boyd Cincinnati, OH **Suzanne Michelle Lamb Noblesville, IN 
John Foster Bozard Orangeburg, SC Crystal Rose Lance Greenwood, SC 
Patrick Thomas Braswell Marietta, GA Jay Reynolds Langston Manning, SC 
Robert Thomas Bratton Greenville, SC Elisabeth Kelly Leach Wyckoff, NJ 
Gregory William Burba Naperville, IL Philip Ryan Lebresco West Chester, PA 
Robyn Marie Bushee Columbia, SC Bruce Reames Lee Greer, SC 
Theresa Jill Caldwell Easley, SC Melissa Carol Long Aiken, SC 
Stephen Todd Cantrell Columbia, SC *Emily Grier Lyall Greenville, SC 
Melissa Marie Carey Alpharetta, GA **Mary Elizabeth Lynch Charleston, SC 
Christopher Matthew Carlson Burke, VA Liza Lenore MacPherson Roswell, GA 
Laura Hemsley Carpenter Simpsonville, SC *Alan Charles Magee Campbell, NY 
*Nicole Elisabeth Carter Chantilly, VA Ashley Ryan Magill Charleston, SC 
***Brecken Ceile Casey Johnston, SC Emily Louise Marcinko Williamsburg, VA 
Bradley Howard Catron Greenville, SC Jami Nicole Marsley Buffalo, NY 
Kathryn DeNeese Chambliss Atlanta, GA Shelley Ann McGehee Greenville, SC 
Willie James Coates, Jr. Saluda, SC Andrew Alexander McLean Cornelia, GA 
Kara Prentiss Coville Reading, MA *Melissa Diane Merkel Woodstock, GA 
Rebecca Marie Cronin Central, SC Thomas John Meyers Newton, NJ 
**Caroline Marta Dagley Columbia, MD Dana Covington Mitchell IV Greenville, SC 
Timothy Patrick Demakes Roxberry, MA Kristin Marie Mixon Columbia, SC 
*Marianna Reed Demori Central, SC *Ashley Amanda Moore Pelzer, SC 
Brian Joseph De Wine Cedarville, OH Audra Lynne Morell Westfield, MA 
Timothy P. Dlugos Carnegie, PA Lindsey Butler Nichols Chapin, SC 
Tammy Lynn Dowse Clio, SC James Geoffrey Osborn, Jr. Greer, SC 
Chad William Dreher Brownsville, WI Jessica Lee Osterneck Strafford, PA 
**Delaine Melissa Driggers Marion, SC James Henry Owen lll Clover, SC 
Kimberly Ann Duckett Greenville, SC Fred Douglas Pearson lll Greenville, SC 
Kevin L. Duncan Anderson, SC Elyse Lucia Petritsky Woodruff, SC 
Anna Paige DuRant Columbia, SC Amanda Everett Pollock Averill Park, NY 
Kazan Catriest Durante Mauldin, SC Elizabeth Claire Potter Elmira, NY 
Jefferson Lee Durham Summerville, SC Melissa Brooks Powell Greenville, SC 
Russell Christopher Earle South Windsor, CT Jennifer Caldwell Price Basking Ridge, NJ 
Martha Leanne Eckel Greenville, SC Nicole Kim Price Flanders, NJ 
Katherine Elizabeth Edwards Taylors, SC Wesley A. Pusey Mt Pleasant, SC 
Brian Christopher Evans Powdersville, SC John Matthew Rowe Bluffton, SC 
Jami Lee Fagg Travelers Rest, SC Saif Abdul Sattar Mt Pleasant, SC 
***John Mark Fezio Lexington, SC Steven Bradley Schneider Wyomissing, PA 
Catherine Anne Fischer Greenville, SC **Christine Loretta Schuck Woburn, MA 
Laura Christina Flammer Savannah, GA *Stephen Brian Scott Baltimore, MD 
*Joseph Andrew Fuduric Greenville, SC Kevin Daniel Sheehan Simpsonville, SC 
**Catherine Rhodes Fuller Greenville, SC James Addison Shriver Mansfield, MA 
Merry Bess Gaddy Summerville, SC Christy Ann Sightler Beaufort, SC 
Heather Gene Frances Galinski Rochester, NY Willie Roman Simmons Quincy, FL 
Barbara Marcia Glenney Lisbon, CT Karmen D'Layne Sims Atlanta, GA 
James Justin Goodman Mt Pleasant, SC *Katherine Dunwody Sloan Jasper, GA 
Dustin Clark Green Greenville, SC Jonathan Lee Smith Kinston, NC 
Sarah Jennifer Greenberg Alpharetta, GA Wanda Lorraine Soles Rock Hill, SC 
Margaret Elizabeth Guy Orlando, FL Jillian Cook Sorrenti Sumter, SC 
Stacey Alise Hacker Walnut Creek, CA David R. Stephenson Greenville, SC 
Kelley Ann Haggerty Longwood, FL Stefanie Anne Stoiber Seneca, SC 
Travis Kirkland Ham Florence, SC Lynn Cameron Story Seneca, SC 
Rebekah Esther Hampshire Rock Hill, SC Kent Miriam Stroble Yorktown, IN 
*Dena Marie Harris Peachtree City, GA Melissa Ann Suppinger Simpsonville, SC 
Christopher Steven Hawley Murrell's Inlet, SC Mika Lee Swiler Florence, SC 
Asa Vincent Henry New York City, NY Keri Elizabeth Tagliarini Clemson, SC 
Jessica Michele Henry Linthicum, MD Jeffrey David Thomas Farmington Hills, Ml 
Christine Ann Hermansdorfer Brookeville, MD Julie Anne Thome Aiken, SC 
Christopher Cannon Herring Acton, MA Christopher Michael Tibbles Naples, FL 
Ted Jackson High Tega Cay, SC Edmund Rhett Towles Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Lauren Michelle Houpt Springfield, VA Brian Elliott Trickett Greenville, SC 
Milford Oliver Howard III Piedmont, SC Eric John Trocher Ellicott City, MD 
**Anika H. Hudson Bellbrook, OH Eric Lee VanDett Glen Head, NY 
David Jay Humphries Chesnee, SC Heather Joy Van Someren Greenville, SC 
Marketing (continued) 
Christine Ann Vetter _________ Alpharetta, GA Dustin Carroll Willis _________ Fountain Inn, SC 
Maria V. Viktorova Moscow, Russia Kevin Micheal Willmot Moore, SC 
Thomas James Walpole Mahwah, NJ Christine Cameron Windham Sumter, SC 
Matthew Marion Watson Mt Pleasant, SC Whitney Lovell Worrell Richmond, VA 
John Harry Weigle, Jr. North Augusta, SC Christine Marie Wright Uxbridge, MA 
Megan Marie Wilde Rochester, NY Leslie Ann Young Alpharetta, GA 
***Jill Marie Wilkinson Stone Mountain, GA Lynsey Elizabeth Young Mauldin, SC 
Freddie Lee Williams II Simpsonville, SC *Michelle Marie Zeglen Anderson, SC 
Political Science 
Jon Paul Rayburn Hooks _________ Houston, TX Kenneth R. Wilson __________ Fayetteville, TN 
Psychology 
Crystal Dawn Anders ___________ Easley, SC Deana Lynn Griffith __________ Plant City, FL 
Lacey Elizabeth Bartness Stone Mountain, GA Michaela Lynn Johnson Bluffton, SC 
Tiffany Michelle Brady Greenville, SC Amy M. Kreitzberg Springfield, VA 
Brent Allen Branham Blythewood, SC *Amber Leigh Lalande Mauldin, SC 
Alan Gregory Browne Belleville, NJ Kevin Michael Lanford Boiling Springs, SC 
*Morgan Elizabeth Carter Williston, SC ***James Leighton Mayo Gretna, LA 
Kelly Marie Coker Anderson, SC **Erik James McElhenny Phillipsburg, NJ 
Johnnie Annette Cooper Blackville, SC Jessica Leigh Partain Anderson, SC 
Cheryl Elaine Crockett Columbia, SC **Joseph Williamson Powell, Jr. Hartsville, SC 
*Carita Lachelle Douglas Edgemoor, SC *Christi Lynn Schuler Plymouth, WI 
Jaime Rivas Duran San Francisco, CA *William Tuck Scott Blythewood, SC 
William Francis Early Ill Darlington, SC Nilanka Devindra Seneviratne Columbia, SC 
*Melissa Rose Falzetta Medford Lakes, NJ Starr Nicole Stutts Terrell, NC 
**Megan Elizabeth Fontana Greenwood, SC Katharine Virginia Tomlinson Simpsonville, SC 
Bridget Allison Glennon Thomasville, GA Priscilla Anne Tomlinson Knoxville, TN 
*Kristy Markay Grafton Easley, SC 
Sociology 
Crystal Danee Boyd Cayce, SC *Karen Nicole Morgan _________ Fort Mill, SC 
Jeremiah Peter Brown _________ Columbia, SC Kena Kenta Paul Anderson, SC 
Whitney Delle Cox Woodruff, SC *Elizabeth Jeanine Rousso Montgomery, AL 
James Bradley McKee Honea Path, SC Mich<1el Juseph Wilson III Hoschton, GA 
Lisa Barber Mischley San Mc.iteo, CA Little Berry Woods III Pamplico, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Computer Science 
Timothy David Bell _________ Beech Island, SC John Douglas Farrington _______ Fredericksburg, VA 
*James Daly Burton Anderson, SC Samuel Garrison Mullen Aiken, SC 
Geology 
William Beckett Hills _________ Long Creek, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Candace Victoria Coulter ______ Mmgarirnville, MO Sheila Fatemeh Jonas ___________ Sumter, SC 
*Vanessa Denita Hill Plum Brnnch, SC 
Physics 
Jonathan Hugh Hayes _________ Summerville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
+***Sunil Bector ____________ Aiken, SC +**Matthew Robert Hoeft _______ Simpsonville, SC 
**William Benedict Bratt Greenville, SC Kendall Ryan Kirk Columbia, SC 
+*Douglas McGregor Brunson Fort Mill, SC Brian David Outlaw Gaffney, SC 
+*Andrew Chapman Clark Clemson, SC Neeraj Chandrnkant Patel Myrtle Beach, SC 
James Alistair Cunningham Aiken, SC *Jacob Lindsey Price Inman, SC 
***Kathryn Ellen Finnessy Dayton, OH Samuel Emory Vella Dallas, NC 
Phil Clayton Hendricks Greer, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
*Amy Elizabeth Allen ________ Spmtanburg, SC Rebecca Hubbard Elliott __________ Seneca, SC 
Jack Michael Andruski Mauldin, SC Kenneth Michael Evans Rock Hill, SC 
~1ichael A. Ball Bluffton, SC Carie Lynne Fincher Greenville, SC 
Kelly Sue Buddin Rock Hill, SC Toby Dustin Hensin Clemson, SC 
Jennifer Lynne Cc.imp Spartc.mhurg, SC Micah Jared Lee Camden, SC 
Rc\·erly Anne Chin Charll)tte, NC Wayne Elliott Leon;1rd S,1Jcm, SC 
Gayle Marguerite Dills C<itawh<1, SC Jlm<ith<m Ryan Li\·ingston Greenville, SC 
*Rrcnt E1..l\\'md llubc Cmn\\·all, NY **Jeffery Rym1 Milstc<1d Goose Creek, SC 
Ceramic Engineering (continued) 
Lindsay Parsons Morrison ________ Piedmont, SC **Tiffany Janice Ryskamp __________ Greer, SC 
**Denise Lee Nelson Clemson, SC James Colton Sadler Florence, SC 
Cory Thacker Osteen Taylors, SC Lauren Louise Sprecher Dallas, TX 
Meredith Ann Robillard West Springfield, MA ***Brian Paul Wagner Tega Cay, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Jill Elizabeth Arnold ________ Travelers Rest, SC +**Thomas Christoffer Gentry ______ Atlanta, GA 
Keith Phillip Beddingfield Walhalla, SC Alene Ruth Hare Anderson, SC 
Kali Lucrisha Benson Greenville, SC Michael David Helmke Miami, FL 
Brian Scott Boore Aiken, SC Terri Lynn Hubbard Mt Pleasant, SC 
Gregory Scott Bowers, Jr. Greenville, SC Elizabeth M. Jacobs Decatur, IL 
Joshua Micah Branham Lugoff, SC Megan Elizabeth Najjar Pensacola, FL 
Jody Ryan Burgess Earle's Grove, SC **Brian Narowski Ladson, SC 
Christopher Orin Carroll Taylors, SC +***John Douglas Perry Easley, SC 
Stephen Robert Cherinko Kingstree, SC William David Schubert II Cincinnati, OH 
*Michael Allen Crocker Newberry, SC Ravi Ramesh Srinivas Charleston, SC 
Patricia Edmonds Daly Greenville, SC *Charlotte Stella Stewart Rock Hill, SC 
+*Forrest Murray Davidson III Pawley's Island, SC Swain Thomas Still Westminster, SC 
+*Jeffrey James Dean Memphis, TN *Matthew Douglas Studney Colonia, NJ 
Karen Elaine Dickson Pendleton, SC Gregory Dean Taylor St Petersburg, FL 
*Raymond Louis Dowty II Ladson, SC Justin Craig van Dijk Louisville, KY 
*Matthew Thomas Eggerding Myrtle Beach, SC Michael Aaron Vaughn Taylors, SC 
Chemistry 
Jeremy Duncan Allbright _______ Sugar Hill, GA Nathaniel Long II __________ Columbia, SC 
**Edward Wilson Arnette Dillon, SC *Colin David McMillen North East, PA 
Dana Lasha Broughton St Stephen, SC **John Furman Payne Greenville, SC 
Marlly Catalina Cuervo Simpsonville, SC *Holly Elizabeth Robuck Spartanburg, SC 
+*Jacob Ryan Dalton Pendleton, OR +***Russell Patrick Watson Columbia, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Chadwick Davis Allen________ Lexington, SC Mark Loring Jansen ___________ Norcross, GA 
Irvin Leroy Anderson III ______ Green Sea Floyds, SC James Edward Jett Pacolet, SC 
David Lee Anglin Marshall, NC +***Eric Patrick Koehler Charlotte, NC 
*Jennifer Louann Aulick Lakeland, FL ***Jonathan Scott Lapsley Hendersonville, NC 
James Edward Adam Black Union, SC Thomas Frank Lupisella Piedmont, SC 
Joseph Wiley Bryant, Jr. Ponte Vcdra, FL *Matthew Edward McCann Seneca, SC 
Russell Steven Charles Charlotte, NC Devin Carell McClain Austell, GA 
Jonathan Ryan Chasteen Greenville, SC Darren Holt Nease Greenville, SC 
James A. Craig Charleston, SC Katherine Dianne Onspaugh Hanahan, SC 
Joshua Lee Dellinger Greer, SC Michael Lamar O'Shields, Jr. Landrum, SC 
Gene Lyn Dinkins, Jr. Columbia, SC Bradley Stanton Reynolds Seneca, SC 
Trenton Arthur Doughty Hartsville, SC Rodney Lakeith Robinson Greenville, SC 
*Curtis Allan Flint Panama City, FL **Michael William Schappert Belmar, NJ 
Patrick Neal Fogleman Greenville, SC Wayne Jon Shealy Batesburg, SC 
**Dana Melissa Fort amestown, SC Jonathan David Smith Greer, SC 
Joseph McMakin Fowler Inman, SC Kevin Dane Smith Gaffney, SC 
*Robert Owen Gernon Taylors, SC Lauren Frances Waesche Baltimore, MD 
Luther Wade Gibson Saluda, SC James Wesley White Anderson, SC 
Michael Paul Green Barnwell, SC *Katie Colleen Whitney Myrtle Beach, SC 
***Adam Robert Hogan Clemson, SC Wesley Daniel Wightman Sevierville, TN 
Matthew Jason Hydrick Moncks Corner, SC Gregory Franklin Williams Kershaw, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Leveme Baker II ____________ Florence, SC *Christopher Patrick Palazzo _______ Columbia, SC 
Michael Benton Ballew Powdersville, SC *Minh Phuong Thi Pham Greenville, SC 
**Carisa Anne Cassani Charlotte, NC Ponnoreay Pich Spartanburg, SC 
Gordon Chung Mo Cheng Florence, SC Daryl Gerome Pickens Anderson, SC 
Crystal Gome Young Cheung St Stephen, SC Jason Aaron Piper Summerville, SC 
Leon Davit Cullum III Staten Island, NY **Randy Victor Reynolds, Jr. ohnstown, PA 
Jeffrey Richard Daniel Greenwood, SC Scott Kyle Sanders Columbia, SC 
Christopher Scott Edwards Lexington, SC +**Charles Robert Simpson, Jr. Campobello, SC 
+***Julian Bennett Grizzard Spartanburg, SC *Michael Anthony Speth Columbia, SC 
Jai Kristofferson Henwood Greer, SC ***Benjamin Joseph Tappe! Huntsville, AL 
Armond Phillip Honore Columbia, SC *Harry J. Tomlin Greenville, SC 
Jaime Moore Rock Hill, SC *Gregory Thomas Triana Pawley's Island, SC 
Stephanie Jean Morris Myrtle Beach, SC 
• 
Computer Information Systems 
Brian Todd Barrios ___________ Marietta, GA David Nathaniel McKinney _______ Columbia, SC 
*Megan Lynn Capobianco Lexington, SC Gregory Earl Mumford York, PA 
Delena Virginia Fazzone Greenville, SC *Alistair James Nicol Spartanburg, SC 
Stephen Matthew Gibson Laurens, SC *Julie Elizabeth Rogers Roebuck, SC 
*Stephanie Charin Hutcheson Greenville, SC Harold Cole Ruggles Bishopville, SC 
Blake A. Kellner Reisterstown, MD Patrick Kyle Strom Columbia, SC 
Owen Martin Kink Virginia Beach, VA Kimberly Diane Wilson Rome, GA 
Richard Jessen Koch Ninety Six, SC **Desiree Shenelle Wright Awendaw, SC 
Paul Campbell Lee Spartanburg, SC 
Computer Science 
Stephen Alan Alfors __________ Fort Mill, SC *Luke Peter Jaconetti __________ Brewster, NY 
*Lauren Colleen Ambrose Lake Charles, LA +**Prayrana Jay Khadye Greer, SC 
Joseph Heinrich Bernard Spartanburg, SC James Matlock Leonard Spartanburg, SC 
Joseph Clay Bolt Anderson, SC Brett William Lomas Wayne, NJ 
Jason Christopher Bruder North Augusta, SC Christopher John Moro Greenville, SC 
Tyler Patrick Cayce Marietta, GA Jennifer Lee Osborne Kingsport, TN 
**James John Ciallella Belmar, NJ *John David Parker Greenville, SC 
**Brian Richard Cumming Summerville, SC Richard LeRoy Robbins Greensboro, NC 
Brian Charles Ellin Virginia Beach, VA *William Theodore Schoon Columbia, SC 
David Butler Fant Topsham, ME Joshua Harper Stone Anderson, SC 
Long Xiao Gao Liaoning, China Brian Joyner Tisdale Myrtle Beach, SC 
Thomas James Gibbons Greenville, SC **Jennifer Lynn Tortora Manassas, VA 
Douglas Quentin Hawkins Greenville, SC *Daniel Scot Wardlaw Central, SC 
James Aaron Heyward Charleston, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
*Gregory Allen Abbott _________ Anderson, SC **Scott James Hemlinger ________ Bedford, OH 
Jason Lee Areheart Lexington, SC +***Mary Katherine Hester Greenwood, SC 
April Dawn Batson Travelers Rest, SC **Patrick Blane Horne Danville, VA 
+***Charles Leslie Bopp III Lilburn, GA **JaWone Anthony Kennedy Columbia, SC 
***Danny Bryan Bowen York, SC Ramsey Deondray King Florence, SC 
+***Alan Scott Brannon Anderson, SC Anderson Donald Lambert Greer, SC 
Paul Chadwick Britt Florence, SC ***Robert Kevin Luck Cheraw, SC 
Matthew Davis Bryan Ruffin, SC Cheng Tong Ly Boiling Springs, SC 
Kris Anton Casida Mauldin, SC Charles Taylor McDonald Clover, SC 
Claire Elizabeth Commodore Charleston, SC Elijah Nicholas Murphy Greenville, SC 
Kevin Robert Cress Orangeburg, SC *My-Dung Thi Nguyen Greenville, SC 
***Brian Michael Donlan Chapin, SC Kevin Ryan Patterson Liberty, SC 
Kevin Travis Driggers Moncks Corner, SC ***Cynthia June Snider Schenectady, NY 
Emanuel Allen Duncan Pelzer, SC Daniel Richard Stephenson, Jr. Powdersville, SC 
***Benjamin Michael Eddy Simpsonville, SC Lulu Sun Beijing, China 
Aatam Vashi Godhwani Aiken, SC Edward Magee Tracy III Seabrook Island, SC 
Dalone A. Grate Georgetown, SC Quy X. Tran Greenville, SC 
Joshua Caleb Hancox Seneca, SC +***Robert James Webster III Martinez, GA 
*Aman Ul Haq Lahore, Pakistan Jason Paul Willard Chester, SC 
Geology 
Daniel Corey Dobson __________ Duncan, SC Amy Lynne Lattymcr ____________ Latta, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
*Rohini Bhargava ___________ Barnwell, SC Charles A. Jones ___________ Charleston, SC 
Martha Lynette Brown Wadmalaw Island, SC Elena Castillo Palomec Chihuahua, Mexico 
Katherine A. Edwards Dunkirk, MD Gregory Charles Parks Cincinnati, OH 
Jose Fernando Figueroa Colombia, South America Jason Thomas Pittman Gilbert, SC 
*Lindsay Sue Gauron Summerville, SC Justin David Pochardt Greenville, SC 
Renee Serrell Gibert Columbia, SC Stacy Shull Lexington, SC 
Melanie Ann Herring Seneca, SC Nicole Teressa Thrower Charleston, SC 
Avery Jozon Johnson Columbia, SC Marissa Michelle Williams North Charleston, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
+*Richard Garvin Day _________ Lexington, SC Cornelius Andre Morgan _____ North Charleston, SC 
+**Brian Haskel Fralix Reevesville, SC +***John Patrick Palastro Mauldin, SC 
**Elizabeth Colclough Jeffords Orangeburg, SC *Katherine Ann Ramler Medford Lakes, NJ 
*Natalie Paige Kirkpatrick Townville, SC Summer Lynn Scott Taylors, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Vernon Bailey Atkins III ________ Simpsonville, SC Lyman Scott Ducworth ________ Williamston, SC 
Deborah Lee Barton Williston, SC Brian Lee Garrett Woodruff, SC 
Bryan Wilson Berry, Jr. Latta, SC Paul Christopher Green, Jr. Acton, MA 
Maya Jacqueline Budzinski Summerville, SC *Lisa Marie Gustafson Averill Park, NY 
Robert Glenn Carpenter, Jr. Columbia, SC *Christopher Joseph Hammel Surfside Beach, SC 
Johnathan Wayne Craps s,~luda, SC Leah Jane Hightower Saluda, SC 
Christopher Todd Crotwell York, SC Timothy Patrick Hornby Yorktown, VA 
r--.1atthew Alan Cutshall Aiken, SC Leonard Pierce Horne Ninety Six, SC 
*Paul Warren Danker Aiken, SC Todd Ryan Horton Kingsport, TN 
+**Chad Michael D'Esposito Laurel Springs, NJ +**Scott Joel Jennings Brooksville, FL 
Shannon Ashleigh Driggers Mt Pleasant, SC Justin Alan Jernigan Seneca, SC 
Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
*Brian Kelsie Jones ___________ Smyrna, TN William Bradford Rogers ________ Campobello, SC 
*Kelly Elizabeth Jones Aiken, SC *Jason Maxcy Rowell Kingstree, SC 
**Edward Joseph Krogulski III Bloomsburg, PA Robert Baxter Russell III Charleston, SC 
Jason Rowland Lake Mt Pleasant, SC Matthew James Schmid Seneca, SC 
John Wayne Lawhead Aiken, SC Ryan Michael Schultz Collierville, TN 
Dean-Michael Lindo Kingston, Jamaica Amy Angelina Schweitzer Summerville, SC 
James Melvin Lindsey III Conway, SC *Samuel Matt Scovill Beaufort, SC 
Charles Matthew Mahaffey, Jr. Donalds, SC Brandon Michael Shinoski Manning, SC 
Benjamin Lane McDermott Anderson, SC Jan Melissa Shipp Conyers, GA 
David Thornton McLain Aiken, SC James Austin Shull Lexington, SC 
Joshua Michael Miller Jackson, TN Justin Harold Sill Gaffney, SC 
Thomas Michael Miller Marietta, GA Brian Andrew Slusser Charlotte, NC 
Jason R. Newman Oakland, NJ *Joshua Randall Stewart York, SC 
Cedric Antonio Nicholson Greenwood, SC Brandon Kyle Stone Woodruff, SC 
Douglas Anthony Nicholson Greenwood, SC *Michael Paul Sue! Louisville, KY 
Kevin Michael Norman Louisville, KY Christopher David Suttles Spartanburg, SC 
Kevin Lee Parker Pickens, SC James Eric Taylor Laurens, SC 
+**Jeffrey Melvin Pearson Camden, SC Hoang Tran Greenville, SC 
Joshua Adam Queen Aiken, SC Michael S. Tucker Wellford, SC 
Brice Eugene Ricker Summerville, SC *Brett Jackson Varner Chattanooga, TN 
Michael Robert Rivera Anderson, SC *Robert Michael Vaughn Saluda, SC 
Bradley Thomas Rochford West Windsor, NJ *Francis Casey Wilkins Gaffney, SC 
John Daniel Rogers Simpsonville, SC Matthew Elliot Zimmerman Carlisle, MA 
Physics 
+**Jay Brian Gaillard _________ Charleston, SC ***Raymond Holland Tedstrom _______ Taylors, SC 
*Tara E. Morgan Hartwell, GA 
Polymer and Textile Chemistry 
Jessica Erin Adkins Pelzer, SC 
. Pre-professional Studies 
***Lawrence Gary Miller, Jr. Lyman, SC 
Textile Management 
*Alexis Terrell Durham ________ Georgetown, TX Liwton Reed Swann __________ Barnwell, SC 
*Brian Lee Sizemore Inman, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Kerry Leigh Anderson ___________ Belton, SC *Erin Elizabeth Kohout __________ Easley, SC 
*Emily Rebecca Ardis Sumter, SC Miranda Lynn Martin Westminster, SC 
+***Jennifer Jane Baker Woodbridge, VA Lindsay Blair McCants Columbia, SC 
*Danielle Kay Bartlett Spartanburg, SC *Sara Leigh Mize West Union, SC 
Megan Bell Chagrin Falls, OH *Jeanne Michelle Moore Fairfax, VA 
***Kimberly Jean Bishop Easley, SC +***Melissa Jo Nettles Walterboro, SC 
***Kathryn Adelle Boland Elloree, SC Kathryn McMahon Nugon Windsor, CT 
*Trebor Noel Brunson Bonneau, SC ***Emily Suzanne Nunnery Rock Hill, SC 
***Rebecca Loretta Burrell Walhalla, SC **Sara Suzanne Parrish Huntsville, AL 
**Amity D. Carpenter Anchorage, AK Katherine Rebecca Rauscher Alpharetta, GA 
Lindsey Dianne Carter Seneca, SC *Keri Elaine Rucker St Matthews, SC 
Emily Franklin Clark Florence, SC *Casey Lynn Rumfelt Powdersville, SC 
Meredith Leigh Cobb Columbia, SC *Kimberly Shaw Skipper Six Mile, SC 
*Nicola Jayne Cox Greer, SC *Kathryn Elizabeth Smith Sumter, SC 
*Margaret Anne Craig Columbia, SC Katie Anna Smith Walhalla, SC 
+*Elizabeth Sara Davis Columbia, SC *Alison Long Strickland Anderson, SC 
Betsy Leona Drake Clemson, SC *Emily Hopkins Sullivan Honea Path, SC 
Carrie LeeAnn Drake Greenville, SC Annette Marie Topping Annapolis, MD 
Teresa Leann Edge Spartanburg, SC Alison Brooke Walters Walhalla, SC 
***Megan Christine Field Blythewood, SC **Caroline Gail Weaver Timberlake, NC 
**Sandra Eli:abeth Gibson Seneca, SC Laurie Elizabeth Weaver Rockville, MD 
*Frances Louisa Harrill Greer, SC Capitola King Weston Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Lesli Ann Hawthorne Abbeville, SC **Alecia Brooke Wheeler LaGrange, GA 
+*Charlene Cobb Helsel Myrtle Beach, SC *Caroline Blakely White Orlando, FL 
*Dusti Michelle Hiles Easley, SC **Katy Anne Williams Greer, SC 
Stacey Lynn lscm Easley, SC Christy Michelle Worthy Newberry, SC 
**Sherry Lynn Johnson Irmo, SC *Kristy Lynn Wright Greenville, SC 
• 
Elementary Education 
**Shelley Marie Aakhus ________ Anderson, SC *Julie Marie Keever __________ Flat Rock, NC 
+***Franke Mcintosh All Aiken, SC Amanda Diane Kirkpatrick Taylors, SC 
*Kristin Tulley Anderson Greenville, SC *Kristen Jeanette Knight Simpsonville, SC 
*Amy Lauren Beauchamp Myrtle Beach, SC Erin Michelle Landerman Simsbury, CT 
Christopher Henry Beusse Anderson, SC *Jessica Dianne Lentz Mauldin, SC 
**Ashlyn Elizabeth Bishop Greenville, SC Erin Martha Lloyd Greenville, SC 
Kelly Nicole Black Anderson, SC Angie Leigh McElreath Walhalla, SC 
Rebecca Anne Boyle Silver Spring, MD Casey Maureen McGovern Tampa, FL 
Amanda Suzanne Brogdon Columbia, SC Dawn Tompkins Miller Liberty, SC 
*Elizabeth Summers Bundrick Cayce, SC Joy Marie Moore Powdersville, SC 
Dorothy Blaylock Bums Camden, SC Ellen Christine Murphy Highland Park, NJ 
Amber Lee Campsen Spartanburg, SC Allison Florence Myers Liberty, SC 
*Kela Sheree Cantrell Liberty, SC +***Julie Elizabeth New Lexington, SC 
*Andrea Cockerill Taylors, SC *Shannon Perry Nimmons Seneca, SC 
Kristin Hope Cox Marietta, SC Kathleen Crosby O'Brien Haddon Township, NJ 
Caitlin Tinsley Crow Laurens, SC *Erin Elisabeth O'Neal Bennettsville, SC 
+***Elizabeth Ann Daniel Greenville, SC *Susan Elaine Orr Columbia, SC 
Kelly Khristine Desrocher Washington Township, NJ ***Jamie Leann Pace Rock Hill, SC 
*Lyndsey Jo Edens Easley, SC Mary Page Pendergrass 1 Ware Shoals, SC 
Shelley Grace Gillooly Silver Spring, MD Asia Vontra Ponds Bethune, SC 
Jonathan Ryan Glenn Pickens, SC **MaryAnn Elizabeth Pool Greenville, SC 
*Erin Irene Golden Hopkinton, MA **Shana Lynn Reed Dover, DE 
*Deidre Rachelle Hancox Seneca, SC Jessica Rose Roberts Marietta, GA 
*Lynsey May Harpole Ladson, SC **Alicia Maria Santos Clemson, SC 
Bonnie Christine Harvey Columbia, SC *Lindsay Marie Stocks Gaffney, SC 
***Camryn Michelle Harvey Camden, DE Greta Sigrid von Harten Marlboro, NJ 
*Hope Alicia Heaton Greenville, SC ***Martha Denise Gant Walker Hendersonville, NC 
**Kathryn Sarah House Goose Creek, SC *Mary DuPre Watson Greenville, SC 
Allison Tamesha Howard Greenville, SC +***Patricia Jennifer Webb Greenville, SC 
*Meredith Ann Huffman Fremont, OH *Benjamin Jeremiah Wilson Central, SC 
Melissa Lea Jenkinson Charleston, SC *Rebecca Peeples Young Hampton, SC 
*Jaimee Kim Kamnik Hatboro, PA 
Secondary Education 
Mary Jean Anderson _________ Summerville, SC Derek Philip Luton ____________ Aiken, SC 
Robert Joseph Aymes North Brunswick, NJ *Brandon Jared Morgan Walhalla, SC 
**Elizabeth Courtney Blackwell Aiken, SC Thomas Hans Preisig Inman, SC 
Heather Nicole Camp Landrum, SC Michael Cawood Quinn Newton, NJ 
**Megan Elizabeth Chapman Nichols, SC Gina Marie Rhodes Florence, SC 
Tara Leigh Compton Greenville, SC Adam Edward Russell Cincinnati, OH 
+***Amy Elizabeth Copeland Clinton, SC +*Elirnheth Gillette Saunders Marietta, GA 
*Aaron Lee Davis Cope, SC Stephanie Ann Stone Winnsboro, SC 
Jeffrey Paul Duncan Pickens, SC Tnnia Lyne Swinney Westminster, SC 
John Brady Ford Lilburn, GA *Laurn Jeanne Wingo Greenville, SC 
Tamieka LaShawn Harris Camden, SC *Melissa Kate Winstead Boiling Springs, SC 
Dustin Mark Kerns Kingsport, TN Jarrunis Lumumh!l Yates Rock Hill, SC 
Special Education 
***Sherri Maida Barry __________ Centrnl, SC *Bradley Ashton Henderson ________ Seneca, SC 
*Kristen Elizabeth Berley Winnsboro, SC Lindsay Elizabeth LaMance Easley, SC 
**Patricia Gail Branham Kershaw, SC *Rosalyn Lee Mew Blackville, SC 
Kelly Eileen Bresnahan Chantilly, VA Allison LaDelle Nix Walhalla, SC 
*Deana Michelle Brown Sumter, SC Alyssa Shannon O'Hara North Caldwell, NJ 
*Erin Leigh Cottrill Rock Hill, SC Hillary Alexis Potter Spartanburg, SC 
**Emily Elaine Courtney Columbia, SC Jennifer Amanda Smith Williamston, SC 
Ross Bryan Goodacre Hastings, New Zealand Susan Hollis Thomas Lewisville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Anna Lindsay Brown _________ West Union, SC Megan Lesley McGuirt ________ Shreveport, LA 
Jonathan Mark Bryant Townville, SC Rebekah Jean Morgan Charleston, SC 
Shayla Sophronia Earle Anderson, SC Cindy Barnett Nichols Seneca, SC 
Jubilee Virginia Eason Roebuck, SC Allison Dale O'Neal Anderson, SC 
Heather Lynn Falzetta Medford Lakes, NJ Matthew Noi Rivers Batesburg, SC 
Alonzo Trezevant Folger V Cincinnati, OH **Jennifer Theresa Robinson Bowling Green, KY 
Rebecca Lee Gilstrap Simpsonville, SC Christopher Philip Roosa Pompton Lakes, NJ 
Porche Chevon Gourdine Greenville, SC Krystal La'Shae Scott Greenville, SC 
**Brooke Ellen Heilshorn Defiance, OH Lisa Marie Sherman Marietta, GA 
*Charles Eston Huff IV Georgetown, SC *Michaela Ann Smith Wakefield, MA 
Shawn Kistler Johnson Westminster, SC **Erin Michelle Wells Summerville, SC 
Matthew Ernest Kennedy Columbia, SC *Matthew Jeremy Word Laurens, SC 
Bradley Wade Kirby Yorktown, VA 
Mathematics Teaching 
Natashia Michelle Mullins ________ Charleston, SC 
Nursing 
+*Rebecca Lynn Adams _________ Florence, SC Lauren Leigh Huff ___________ Pulaski, VA 
Heather Brightman Ahnberg Roswell, GA +**Lindsey Kaye Hunter Mauldin, SC 
+**Heather Sue Anthony Powdersville, SC +*Carmen Nikisha Jenkins Lake City, SC 
Theresa Ann Beavan Greensboro, NC T akieya J onae Jones Cross, SC 
Lindsey Hope Belflower Lake City, SC Carolyn Ashley Kaiser Anderson, SC 
Laura Leigh Blackwelder Greenville, SC Yolanda English Livingston West Columbia, SC 
*Jocelyn Kay Boore Aiken, SC Tonya Regene Logan Lynchburg, SC 
Shekima Lateal Boyd Santee, SC Annie Lynn McCray Summerville, SC 
Julia Brainin Greenville, SC Dana Janelle Murphy Camden, SC 
Melissa Jo Brown Abbeville, SC *Leslie MacTaggart Myers Greenwood, SC 
**Mary Elizabeth Bugay Lexington, SC Heather Leigh Neiderberger Charleston, SC 
Lindsey D. Busbee Aiken, SC +**Joey Lynn Normandin Fayetteville, GA 
Tiffany Caldwell Orangeburg, SC *Sara Joy Ostendorff Little Rock, AR 
Amanda Leigh Callahan Anderson, SC *Ashley Nicole Pearson Williamston, SC 
Elizabeth Rose Cameron Clover, SC **Irene Judith Pena Greer, SC 
Elana Lynn Campbell Anderson, SC +***Karen Elaine Ramsey Walterboro, SC 
Amber Michelle Casey Spartanburg, SC +**Karol Ellen Ramsey Walterboro, SC 
NaTasha Monique Cauthen Camden, SC ***Ivy McGee Ray Anderson, SC 
Amanda Maxine Cheshire Ware Shoals, SC De-a Marlene Reames Anderson, SC 
Casey Nicole Childs Pickens, SC Melanie Dianne Reid Simpsonville, SC 
Kimberley Catherine Clinton Chester, SC *Laurie Janeece Reynolds King, NC 
+*Christina Hannah Cobb Columbia, SC *Jenny Nichole Richardson Pomaria, SC 
*Miranda Lynn Cobb Fountain Inn, SC Lauren Kaye Robertson Florence, SC 
Richard Collot Easley, SC Julia Katrin Schmidt Simpsonville, SC 
*Shelley Marie Colvin Augusta, GA Lindsey Dawn Scott Snellville, GA 
Stephanie Paige Crowley Salem, SC Heather LaBrash Seabrook Easley, SC 
Candace Covington Culler Orangeburg, SC **Kimberly Dawn Shaw Anderson, SC 
Keri Hope Dalton Easley, SC Carrie Diane Shumpert Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Stacey Roxanne Deneal Lexington, SC Colin Paul Smith Phenix City, AL 
*Lindsey Anne Dennison Arlington, VA *Holly Catherine Smith Mauldin, SC 
Brett La Verne Duke Manning, SC Jill Marie Smith Columbia, SC 
**Laura Elizabeth Durham Greenville, SC *Julia Anderson Callaway Smith Gilbert, SC 
Colleen Elisabeth Earley Southington, CT Stacie Kristin Smith North Augusta, SC 
Kathleen Emerson Rock Hill, SC Suzanne Elizabeth Stafford Vienna, VA 
Jaime Elizabeth Flynn Annapolis, MD ***Jennifer Lynn Sullivan Simpsonville, SC 
Tammy LeAnn Fox Rome, GA Ashlee Lane Teal Patrick, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Ginn Marietta, GA Nequita Da-Net Thomas Bennettsville, SC 
**Amy Lynn Goodson Anderson, SC Lindsay Rebecca Towe Chattanooga, TN 
Michelle Antoinette Gordon Fort Mill, SC Jennifer Kathleen Triplett Georgetown, SC 
Elizabeth Lawton Grantham Florence, SC **Amanda Marie Vandenberg Roswell, GA 
**Laura Leigh Gray Newnan, GA Dean Anthony Vicario Greenville, SC 
Patricia Binder Greiner Clemson, SC Amy Elizabeth Vines Ninety Six, SC 
*Shelley Marie Griffin Charleston, SC Laurie Elizabeth Wall Concord, NC 
Carrie Elizabeth Hancock Lexington, SC *Janell Michelle Weeks Manning, SC 
+*Ashley Keams Hardy Augusta, GA Anna Clar Wilks Charleston, SC 
*Holly Lynnette Heath Clio, SC Heather Lynn Williams Stillwater, OK 
Lindsay Alston Heaton Kingsport, TN *Lisa Shanta Williams Anderson, SC 
*Brianna Christine Holland Westminster, SC Lori Beth Williams Anderson, SC 
Stephanie Michelle Hopkins Cayce, SC Tillia LaDean Wrenn Goose Creek, SC 
Sara Elizabeth Howard Seneca, SC Renee Julia Zion Columbia, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Whitney Kendra Boland _________ Saluda, SC *Sarah Connor Mathias ________ Columbia, SC 
**Jennifer Marie Brucker Chapin, SC *Rosemary Reed McGee Orangeburg, SC 
Deanna Hope Chambers Columbia, SC Jack Dale Meneely Ill Terre Haute, IN 
Michal Leigh Davis Greer, SC Theodore Franklin Miller III Charleston, SC 
Emilie Christine Dooley Clemson, SC Jasmine Mya Moss Salisbury, NC 
*Jessica Lee D'Urso Long Valley, NJ Amber Eileen Nielsen Fountain Valley, CA 
**Katherine Lindsey England Dayton, OH Jayeson Brandon Owen Clemson, SC 
Julia Ann Flowers Charleston, SC *Heather Lynn Peebles Summerville, SC 
Bryn Elizabeth Gibson Gaffney, SC Joseph Curtis Powell Seneca, SC 
Jennie Binford Gibson Hanahan, SC *Amanda Michelle Queen Cullowhee, NC 
Matthew John Griffin Greenville, SC Timothy Eugene Rogers Marietta, GA 
Katherine Hamlin Harritos Clemson, SC Brian Patton Scott Lexington, SC 
Katherine Diane Hayden Simsbury, CT Ashley Weeks Skidmore Wildwood, FL 
Kayce Paula Hendricks Charlotte, NC *Crystal Joy Stoudemire Holly Hill, SC 
Dustin Jared Hughes Seneca, SC Thomas Whitmire Suber Ill Whitmire, SC 
Justin Sports Jernigan Georgetown, SC Edward Ray Tallon, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Elisabeth Krider Burke, VA Allison Kale Timmerman North Augusta, SC 
Stephen Philip Marco San Diego, CA Brian Michael Wilson Walhalla, SC 
Preprofessional Studies 
*Tonya Kay Birchmore __________ Hodges, SC 
Science Teaching 
Julie Lynn Beckett ____________ Pickens, SC **Jessica Rae Eppinette _________ Walterboro, SC 
*Lucas Christenberry Clamp Williston, SC Susan Remington McClary Simpsonville, SC 
J. Samuel Cox, Jr. Easley, SC Joseph Cooper Morcock Fort Mill, SC 
Trudi Lee Craigie Littleton, NH Daniel Peter Wallace Greer, SC 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
Johnny Harold Bolden, Jr. ________ Anderson, SC Daniel James Jacob ___________ Easley, SC 
Elizabeth Rebecca Gooden Hartsville, SC Monica Marie Rigler Kennett Square, PA 
Jason Currie Greene Tabor City, NC William Sultan Tucker Glassboro, NJ 
Vickie Leigh Huff Hull, GA 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3. 70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
+Departmental Honors: The graduates so designated have completed an enriched program of study designed hy their departments with the approval of the Calhoun 
College Honors Program. To earn Departmental Honors students must complete an honors thesis and/or other upper division honors courses, while maintaining 
an overall grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher. Departmental Honors graduates appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun College Honors Medallion on an 
orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment estahlished hy Mrs. Katherine Inahinet Vickery of Columhia, South Carolina, to 
honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are members of honorary societies that re4uire a minimum 3 .00 grade point ratio for memhership. The stoles 




First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the terms of the 
will of the Honorable 0. K. Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is given each year to the 
graduating student who, on the basis of exceptional scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is judged 
by the University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best all-around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted at the front 
entrance of Sikes Hall. 
RECIPIENT OF THE NORRIS MEDAL 
DA YID BENSON WALKER 
Columbia, SC 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually to individuals who possess the characteristics of heart, mind, and 
conduct as evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and women. These humanitarian 
qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN CITIZEN AW ARD 
BETTY BUFF 
West Columbia, SC 
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN STUDENT AW ARD 
CHADWICK BURTON CARSON 
Newnan, GA 
CAMILLA HUNT JONES 
Parkland, FL 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished achievements in 
classroom teaching. The faculty recipient is selected by the Student Alumni Council from nominations 
submitted by students. A bronze plaque is presented permanently to the recipient and the award carries 
with it a stipend of fifteen hundred dollars. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AW ARD 
DENNIS C. BAUSMAN 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AW ARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson 
University to the member of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All 
graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's degree since the last commencement 
exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required for graduation shall 
be eligible for consideration. 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
FRANKE MCINTOSH ALL 
Aiken, SC 
JENNIFER JANE BAKER 
Woodbridge, VA 
KATHRYN ADELLE BOLAND 
Elloree, SC 
DANNY BRYAN BOWEN 
York, SC 
BETSY LEE BRIGGS 
Flowery Branch, GA 
REBECCA LORETT A BURRELL 
Walhalla, SC 
BRECKEN CEILE CASEY 
Johnston, SC 
AMY ELIZABETH COPELAND 
Clinton, SC 
JENNIFER LEANNE CRENSHAW 
Six Mile, SC 
GRETCHEN LEIGH CROOK 
Kingwood, TX 
ELIZABETH ANN DANIEL 
Greenville, SC 
ADAM ROBERT HOGAN 
Clemson, SC 
VIRGINIA MARIE KIROUAC 
Norcross, GA 
ERIC PATRICK KOEHLER 
Charlone, NC 
ASHLEY MCCAA LONG 
Columbia, SC 
LEE LEARY LOVETT 
Summerville, SC 
ROBERT KEVIN LUCK 
Cheraw, SC 
LINDSAY CHAPPELL MAYBIN 
Irmo, SC 
GRANT MILLER MCMILLION 
Columbia, SC 
QUYEN BICH NGUYEN 
Graham, NC 
EMILY SUZANNE NUNNERY 
Rock Hill, SC 
JOHN DOUGLAS PERRY 
Easley, SC 
SHANNON DARE PRICHARD 
Duffield, VA 
JOHN WALTER PUGH 
Prosperity, SC 
STEPHANIE SUSAN ROT AN 
Batesburg, SC 
RAYMOND HOLLAND TEDSTROM 
Taylors, SC 
ROBERT JAMES WEBSTER III 
Martinez, GA 
KIMBERLY ELAINE WESTIN 
Chapin, SC 
ALEXIS MAE ZACHARY 
Greenville, SC 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson ( 1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
ins ti tu tion. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at t1-1e 
Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a 
mining engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics 
and the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate 
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to 
Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural 
Affairs in Washington ( 1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in 
the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and 
his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son .. in .. law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an 
enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four .. year 
curricula, supplemented by two two .. year preparatory courses. Today the 
University has six major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Life Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science, the College of Engineering 
and Science, the College of Health, Education, and Human Development, and 
the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business, American Council for Construction Education, American 
Society of Landscape Architects, Computing Science Accreditation Board, 
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, International Association for 
Management Education, National Architectural Accrediting Board, National 
Association of Industr.ial Technology, National Association of State Directors 
of Teacher Education and Certification, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, Planning Accrediting Board, 
and Society of American Foresters. 
Clemson is a land .. grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is 
also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
• 
Cl~EMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, 
academic honors designations are based upon performance pFior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of 
the University. 
********** 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at Portal J. 
Evacuation System In an emergency, an announcement will be made over the Public 
Address System. Please follow directions as given. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Memorial Stadium. 
• 
